
64 VALUE-4J4PA ANALYSIS FOR "CONDENSER IN-SERVICE
DWSPECTION, PROGRAM- REQUIREMENT-

6.t SUMMARY'

This sect or states: the proposed- requirement and the- bases for

fts selecticfr and:-sumnarizes the results. of the value-impact analysis-

This analysis addresses the requirement proposed by NRC(1) for a

license condition to be added to include a commitment to perform condenser

inservice inspection if the secondary water chemistry conditions and

limits used to establish power reduction requirements are exceeded to

the extent that a power reduction Is required twice per quarter as a

consequence of condenser leakage. The condenser inservice inspection

program shall be included in the plant operating procedures.

6.1.2 Need for-Action

Condenser operating experience was summarized in EPRI-NP-481,

"Steam Plant Surface Condenser Leakage Study," by the Bechtel Corporation.

The Bechtel survey (2) assessed the leakage integrity of the condenser and

the reliability and operability of the downstream components to the

contamination introduced from the recirculation water. Air and water

in-leakage through the failed condenser tubing can contaminate the

condensate, feedwater, steam generator water, and steam, which, in turn,

degrades the structural integrity of the steam generator tubes, turbine and

other components in the cooling system.

The tolerance to a given leak in a given plant is a function of

the impurity content of the recirculation water, the presence or absence

of condensate demineralizers, the materials in the condenser and feedwater

trains, and the specification requirements for the reactor coolant cycle

water. Many undesirable contaminants enter the secondary system

through condenser leaks and condenser integrity is essential to main-

taining good water chemistry.
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Et is Intende& that the' news lI ntits for secondary water chemistry
*ITT provtde: the incenttvee ts maintafn' proper condenser integrity. The
condenser inspections under thfs requirement are a backup measure to
assum condenser- integrity' anly If the'arew reeated: indications that
satfsfactory water- chemi str? cannot be mai ntai ned_

CEr X Sumuary' aF VaTues and; Impactm

Adtistratiorn of the condenser St: program could be performed
*ithfir the estinratedz personnel additiorn for the SWCP. The primary value
of thils requirement is the back-up- assurance of providing compliance with
SWC Timits. The condenser inspection equipment costs are approximately
S25,0C0 for leak detection (helium), withr each inspection cost between
S5,000 and S25,000, dependinq on test extent and type. Repair and inspec-
tion radiation doses are estimated at 6-30 man-rem annually.

It is concluded that this CISIP requirement should afther be
included within the SWCP requirement or dropped completely. This conclusion
arises from the belief that no effective SWCP is possible without CISI and,
thus, the CISIP should be explicitly or implicitly Included in the SWCP.

6.2 APPROACH

6.2.L Objective

The objective of this evaluation is to determine the values and
impacts related to implementation of an NRC requirement for incorporation of
a requirement far a condenser in-service inspection program (CISIP) as a
license condition for PUR owners. The results of the analysis are to
provide sufficient qualitative and quantitative Information to assess the
overall merit of the CISIP requirement.

6.2.2 Scope

The listing below provides the impacts and values to be addressed
relative to a CISIP and thus provide the basis for assessing the cost
factors, change in STGR probability, and dose factors. This program is
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1iea-ftT rerated: t: the impLementati orr of a secondary water chemistry

program (SWCP) whicdr is pereived by. NRC to be of major Importance- The.

approach-used t. tdeveTop quTilttative ind. quan-titativ'e. vaTues for these

factors was w taeTephone survey, to a; number of PWR owners. This. survey was

performed: concurrenttT with- the: SWCP survey. The items investigated.

tncluded the folto*wng;

purchased replacement power-
- replacemt/maintenance, of equipment
- occupati onal exposure frcnr inspection

- operating labor for inspection, data analysis,

reporting, and audits

- improved availability/reliability and operability of

downstream component

o Increased SG life

o Improved SWCP
o Reduced risk of SGTR

6.T RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Table 6--1 presents a summary of the information received from

the telephone survey of the PWR owners. These data were utilized in

formulating- the preliminary results.

6.3.1 Industry

A CISIP can effect the lowering of SG degradation rates by

ensuring condenser tube integrity, but only after SWC limits were exceeded,

as this CISIP requirement is written. If SWC conditions and limits could

not be maintained, unit power reductions and their attendant high replace-

ment fuel costs (SE,000 per day per percentage point reduction) would force

the unit's operator into corrective action. Thus, with a SWCP and a

condenser-related problem, attention Is focused on condenser repair from the

onset, with or without a CISIP. /
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Tabte &-AL
Summary of Pertinent rnformat1&rn Recaeied. During Survey

of PWR Owners -

I. Nearlr alT oF the peopte surveyed indicated that a good: CISIP is the
major contributior tm aviadint at condenser tube rupture.

2. X number of the units perforr CISIP during downtimes.

3. Some units would not provide specifics on their CISIP. The units

responding provided the following concerning their CISIP:

o 1 unit - Eddy Current Testing (ECT) and Helium Leak Checking

o 2 units - Extremely, detailed CISIP - 100 percent ECT and air

in-leakage plus Helium leak checks frequently.

o I unit - ECT and air in-leakage checking

4. It is estimated that there would be no labor impact due to this re-
quirenent; the administration of this program could be handled by the
same staff additions made for the secondary water chemistry program

admiini strati on.-
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The average. impact on the; indirstry according'to the survey results

preseante ri table 6-L appear- to be minimal' Assuminlq the administratior

of the CISrF comTd: be performned. by: the same staff and. *1 thi nr the tl l otted.

tMet for- the secondary water- chemi stry program,. thetr the only impact

wou.1d: be reTated: tr the frequency and: extent of testing. It appears that if

there was & requirement for-LO percent ECr at all units.. this would-

require an- increase in1 test service costs. Similarly, the; air irtleakage-

and: heliu-r leak checki ng could cost substantially morm if more frequent and

extensive test.ing became a requirement.

The costs associated with helium leak detection include (3)

S25,000 for the equipment and an annualized nominal labor and material cost

of $5,000 per Inspection. The estimated annual exposure is 12 mman-rem for

present methods of leak detection and repair, and heliumm testing can reduce

this exposure by 6 man-rem (3). Present ECT and air in-leaking costs range

from S1Q-25,000 per inspection, depending on the number of tubes tested.

These Impacts are unit-specific. Some units will probably

experience no impact while other may experience significant cost impacts.

From the survey results, approximately 30% of operating plants would need to

implement CISI programs.

Values

Historically, condenser tube integrity has accounted directly or

indirectly (denting) for approximately 90S of the SWC problems which affect

S& tube degradation. The CISIP will help prevent power reductions and

outages due to exceeding SWC conditions and limits on a recurring basis.

However, the values and benefits assigned to a CISIP are included in those

attributed to the SWCP requirement.

The SWCP is considered the "main" requirement because the

maintaining of the. proper SWC is what prevents SG degradation, and the

penalties for not maintaining proper SWC are deemed severe enough to ensure

correction of any problem, including condenser integrity. Thus, the CISIP
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.is considered & necessary part of air effective SWC; and should. be included
*tithir the SWC7 requirement..

iLZ Pu Tic: aisic

The pubtlc: rishc reductioir is inctuded. *ithirr that of the SWCP for
the reasons. ouatTaect above..

.3; Brm~lenertatfir PTazr

rtplementation Mf the CISIP requirment should occur in parallel
witit the SWC7. The impact of implementing the CISIP should be minimal.
ECT,. helium leak testing, and alr-Inleakage testing- are services and equip-
ment which are available.

6.3.4 Alternatives

One alternative to a separate CISIP requirement is to include CISI
within the SWCP requirement. It seems justifiable that no SWCP can be truly
effective without a CtSIP. Thus, the SIWCP could simply be written to
require/include a CtSIP.

A second alternative would be to drop the CISIP requirement
completely. The industry would still have to deal with condenser inspection
and maintenance simply due to the progressively more stringent corrective
actions required for out of spec water chemistry conditions under the SWCP
requirement.

5.4 REFERENCES

1. T. Ippolito (NRC) to G. C. Lainas, Memorandum, "Forthcoming Meeting
with Steam Generators Owners Group - Proposed Steam Generator Generic
Requirements", July 22, 1982.

2. Bechtel Corporation, Steam Plant Surface Condenser Leakage Study,"
EPRI-NP-481.
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3I. Atomic tndustrial Forumr,. "An Assessment of Engineering Techniques for

Reducing OccupatfonLal Radiation Exposure at Operat1ng Nuclear Power

Plants,.. February 198a. I
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T7; VALUEE-IMPACr ANALYSIS FMit A, STUDY OF ALTERNATTYE
METHOO OF STABILMTONT-ANQD MONITORING:OF
CEGRADE TUBES IN S ENERATCR REQUIREMENTS

T.Lr St4UMAI

This sectfon describes the proposed requirement and the bases for

its: selectioui and; summarizes, the results: of the value-impact- analysis.

7.1.1 Oescription

This analysis addresses the requirement proposed by the NRC to

develop criteria and procedures for stabilizing and monitoring degraded

tubes in steam generators. These recommendations were presented to the Steam

Generator Owners Group by the NRC (1) on July 29, 1982. The

recommendations for this task are summarized below.

Pressurized water reactor (PWR) licensees shall be required to

develop criteria and procedures for plugging steam generator tubes which

contain provisions for: (a) the stabilization of degraded tubes that may be

subjected to progressive degradation mechanisms having the potential to

cause severance- of the tube and consequently to damage adjacent tubes; and

(b) the monitoring of further degradation of plugged non-leaking tubes for

which the rate of further degradation cannot be reliably predicted.

Additionally each licensee shall be required to submit a report

containing an identification of all progressive degradation mechanisms

presently occuring or likely to occur In his plant. The criteria in the

report shall enable a determination of the licensee's bases for providing

for or not providing for a stabilization system or a monitoring system for

tubes plugged in the past as well as for tubes which shall be plugged in the

future.

The above two proposed requirements will involve analysis of the

history of all types of tube degradation mechanisms which have occurred in

each plant, and an assessment of which types are progressive.
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'P- Need: for Acti

The needt for theset recommendations Is based an the fact that a
ZTugged: tube mayr continue to detrade further alid, if the degradation
mecmais=m is aL type that cldT cause the tube ta complet~y sever, it could
thei dantagde aacent tubes.. The most important types of degradati onr for

ttsu tye of faflure ae those whit* affleat the entire circumference of the
tube. Ctrc ufereattat cruksand:frett~in wear due-torvibration' aretwo
exampTes of mechanfcaTTys induced means for severing the tubes. Corrosiart
whlchr attacks; the: entire circumference of the tube,. or the potenti al f or
propagati n a. corrosion' defect by fatigue, either as a result of flow-
induced vibration or cyclic toadings due to differential thermal expansion
between pTugged4 and unplugged tubes are examples of corrosion-induced
mechanisms for severing- tubes. Tube stabilization would affectively prevent
a severed tube from damaging adjacent tubes, and in some cases could
prevent the stabilized tube from becoming severed in the first place.

The need for a study of monitoring techniques, beyond the current
convention al inservica inspection practices for the purpose of monitoring
the Integrity of tubes plugged on the hot leg side of the steam generator,
Is demonstrated by newly encountered degradation mechanisms for which
knowledge of the tube failure rate Is limited or unpredictable. Monitoring
the plugged tube's Integrity would provide an early warning of further
degradation prior to severance.

There is a second subset of tubes that could conceivably provide
Information about rupture rates if they were to have a leak monitoring
device installed. An example is the model 0 steam generators used by the
Westinghouse plants at the Swedish Ringals 3, the Spanish Alamaraz 1and
MckGuirs 1 have posed some problems with tube fretting which is not well
understood.(8,9). Some type of tube leak monitoring device might help
improve the level of understanding for this problem, so that the vendor
could suggest a solution to the problem. Another example of tubes that
might fall in this subset are those which have been subjected to mechanical
damage such as the one which failed at Glnna (10,11).
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T.1Z STmary of Values: and Impact

The vaTues and. impacts: ta industry ad to tthe public of carrying

out: these- studies: are limited-. There wtlT be no dihange in riskc to: the

pubTfc or I rr occupati on-t radi ati oar exposurm to: industry personnel unless

the. crterf&and procedures developed. cause & new program to: be implemented.

The- impact o eactr PWR Ticensee wouTt be the cost associate& witht 3/4- to L-

Ultmwn-year 1s effort to perfornr the study and prepare the required report

for the NRC. The vmlue of the study wou.ld be realized if criteria and

procedures were-developed by the. Individual plants which required

implementation. At that stage of the process, a definitive assessment could

be made to determine the costs of implementing the alternative tube plugging

and monitoring techniques compared with the benefits of avoided costs of a

forced outage. At this point is is necessary to assume a probability of

generating a new program as a result of the criteria and procedures and make

a rough estimate of the values and impact that ensue.

7.2 APPROACH

7.2.1 Objective

The objective of this task is to perform a value-impact analysis

associated with the recommendation that licensees develop criteria and

procedures for tube stabilization and monitoring, and submit an assessment

of prior and anticipated tube degradation mechanisms.

7.2.2 Scope

The scope of this task is limited to an assessment of values and

impacts associated with the development of criteria and proceedures for tube

plugging which contain provisions for stabilizing and monitoring degraded

tubes and for preparing a report which identifies in-plant progressive

degradation mechanisms: Consequently, only the cost associated with these

studies can be reasonably predicted and these are detailed herein. However,

in addition, estimates are provided of the impacts and benefits of program

Implementation.
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T.1 RSULIT OF AMLYSM

T7.I. tndustryr Values and: Impacts -

1:r order to meet- the: NRC requirements of these recommendations,
ead jtant *wtlr neet tM rie-w f ts; tTant operatl n records-, paying; specrf-Ic
awtIent1m t the stem generator- perforace rr alT cases,, metallurgists
withr spetffic experience orr s dT degredattoir mechanisms: wilT be required ts
reviews the Hlstor owt the steanr generator tubes-, incTuding reasons for past
pluggjng or stabilizinT. [Representatives of the manufacturers of the steamn
generators wiTl have ta be: consulted, since their cumulative experience is
greater than any single licensee. This greater experience with SGT problems
would be of value- in helping ta prepare the criteria. Consultation with
service engineers and operation and maintenence engineers for each plant
will be necessary to develop an understanding of procedures for alternative
tube plugging mechanisms. The above data gathering phase involves
approximately 5-10 man months depending on the level of problems associated
with the specific plant. Those plants with no history of steam generator
tube plugging will probably require the minimum effort suggested above.
Plants with extensive damage and repair history may need the ten months.

After the data has been collected and analyzed, the criteria and
procedures can be formulated with a: 2-4 man-months effort. Each plant
necessarily has to work with the steam generator vendors and possibly with
manufacturers of inservice inspection equipment for the development of
procedures. Depending on the potential number of tubes affected by the
study, different procedures may be established. For instance, if only a
small number of tubes are tnvolved, manual procedures may be satisfactory in
terms of impact and ORE. On the other hand, for plants with a potentially
large. number of affected tubes, semi-automated procedures, may be required
in order to minimize costs and maintain ALARA goals. (2,3,4,5,6) During
this phase of the study, various concepts for providing for monitoring and
stabilization may be considered. For example, the Sentinel plug, which
Westinghouse engineers have developed to monitor when a tube first
experiences a through-wall penetration, may be just one of several methods
which result from the studies to be undertaken by each plant. Similarly,
the solid rod used to stabilize plugged tubes may also be only one of
several mechanical elements proposed by the study participants.
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The tast phase of recommendations involves developing- a criteria

trreport which' shalt enable NRC to: determine thellicensee's: baser for

providing: or- not prov-iding monitoring: or stab11`iSng: capability for

degraded; pHTugged. tube<.- This phase shoutd. require approximately -4 man-

months of effort.

The tot&T impact to: eactr plant will be onr the order of 3/4. to

L r/Z man-years of effort to produce the required cr1teria, procedures and

report for- the NRC.

The value to industry for doing the study must be measured in

terms of an increased understanding of degradation mechanisms and the actual

magnitude of the problem in each plant. If the study were to result, at

some later date, in implementation of a specific tube monitoring or tube

stabilization procedures, then a reasonably accurate assessment of the value

in terms of reduced risk of steam generator tube failure or of avoided costs

due to a forced outage could be made.

7.3.2 Estimate of Implementation Values and Impacts

Twenty-three Westinghouse, Babcock & Wilcox, and Combustion

Engineering, units will require tube stabilization and 19 W, B&W and C-E

units will require tube monitoring. These estimates are based on a history

of tube plugging due to a subset of the degradation mechanisms which could

continue to cause degradation after plugging. The mechanisms considered

are cracking, fretting, fatigue, wear on anti-vibration-bar, mechanical

damage, corrosion and *unknown*.

The cost of Implementing the plan has been estimated by

considering the average cost per unit for those units which would be

affected by the stabilization and the monitoring sections of the plan. The

total avoided cost or value to industry is estimated by the product of (1)

the avoided frequency rate for SGTR events/reactor year; (2) the number of

units affected; (3) and the cost of one 30 day outage per year for 25 years

to repair failed SG tubes. The cost for the 25 year present worth of 30 day

outages $311,000,000, is based on Ginna data. The reduction in failure rate

for Westinghouse, Babcock & Wilcox and Combustion-Engineering Plants was
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found: te be 0.0066,, O.OI8,. and 0W00O respectively. The values and: impacts:
presented. irr r&ate 7-L consider z single. retrofit cperatiof and &a recurring
Inst&1aatiotroperatfonrfor-Z years of addjtlonat ptant ifs. The doll ar
vatue are (iiscounet ts present wort_.

Theaccupattavat exposures associated: lthr implementing the tube
staMlttztom and tube monftorfn devien have beefr estimated; to- be betweerr
8M and: 12R marn pe unrit.. These figures represent exposures utilizing
a semt-autwattc procedure for botir retrof it and recurri ng i nstal 1 atloat f or
the next Zfi years of unit operation. The range expressed above is due to
therange of time; necessary to instalt tube stab11izers and monitors as
estimated: by represertatives of each vendor. (2,3,4)
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Table T-t. Present Worth- Cost per PWR Unit of Impiementation-

of Alternative Tube. Plsgging Crlter14?.*,

Vendor Westinghouse Zabcoc- &S Wilcox Combusti oa-Engi neeri ng

(So6E5 (S106 tS106)

VaTue
Avoided Costs7 3L 4T O

Due t hForced:
GutageO

Impacts 24 L 0

Costs to
Implement
Stabl izers

Number of Units 15 8 0

Affected

Cost to Implement 9 1 1

Monitors

Number of Units 10 5 1

Aff ected

Net Value -2 45 -1

* Considers a Single Retrofit Cost Plus Recurring Costs for 24 Additional

Years of Plant Life Discounted to Present Worth.

** Avoided costs due to forced outage apply only to the stabilizer part cf

the plan.
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7.3.1 Alterrnattves

Study witfr rmuTenentation-

An- atternmave tm the proposed- recommendatior would be a
study' ±1 recta tawar¢ I mWementat1 on of I ts resui ts. 3ecause the study
aTone do not reqmfre anr acfttar onr the part of any icensee, there w 11 t be
n= vatue f terms o1F reduced± risk of a: steai generator tube rupture and
pcss&Ite forced outage unress a prograor lmplementa~tion is mandated. An
examinatlw of the steaur generator tube data. (7) has revealed- that in all
probability, there is a subset of tubes that would benefIt (i.e not sever)
if they were to have a stabillzation device installed. If the study part of
the combined alternative were to substantiate this, then the second part,
i.e., the implementation phase. would actually result in reduced probability
of a rupture event. However, It must be recognized that the study could
fail, i.a., be unable to suggest improvement in existing progrims.

Study by One Organization

One alternative would be for an independent organization to do the
study for all plants. Efficiency and objectivity should be enhanced, cross
comparison of different plant data would be helpful; use of "experts' would
be more efficlent;. and production of an industry wide standard would be
easier.
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N-,

&OM VALUE-IMPACT ANALYSIS FOR UPRIMARY TO SECONDARY

LEAKAGE RATE LIM ITS' REQUIREMENT'

S.L SUMfARY

This secttoir presents. the proposed requirement and the bases for

Itr, selectionr and summarizes the results of the value-impact analysis.

8.1.L Description

This analysis, addresses the requirement proposed by NRC (1) that

each licensee shall revise his technical specifications for primary to

secondary leakage rate limits to be consistent with the latest revision of

the applicable Standard Technical Specifications (STS). Section 3.4.7.2 of

the. STS specifies a limit of 1 gpm primary to secondary leakage through all

steam generators not isolated from the reactor coolant system. 
If primary-

to-secondary leakage rates exceed one of the specified limits, the leakage

rate must be controlled within four hours or the reactor must be brought to

hot standby within six hours and to cold shutdown within the following 30

hours. Also,. when the technical specification leakage rate limit is

exceeded, Regulatory Guide 1.82 and the STS require an unscheduled 
steam

generator inservice inspection (ISI).

Specifications regarding the sampling and analytical program

necessary to measure primary to secondary leakage are not covered in the STS

surveillance requirements.. Rather, it would be the responsibility of each

plant operator to demonstrate and implement the capability 
for adequate

surveillance.

8.1.2 Need for Action

These STS limits are based on two considerations. First, 1 gpm

limit for all steam generators helps ensure that the dosage 
contribution

from tube leakage will be limited to a small fraction of 10 CFR 
Part 100

limits in the event of either a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) or steam

line break. This limit is consistent with the assumptions used in the

analysis of these accidents. Second, the S00 gpd (0.34 gpm) leakage limit
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II

'per steam generator, enhances assurance thtat steam: generator tube Integrity
is mlntein ned: irr the evest af a Wamn steaar- line break (MSLB). tn a
practicar sense the Teakage rate limits provide a very important Indication-
af the exut stance or rate of steai generator tube &agradati onf. Excperi ence
Iras sftan tat: somefors a degradatfon cair develTa- IW a periad of time
shortr thair the routine inspectifnr intervals or may- be d1fflcult tom detect
wtte=rramtedd~wr wntecimiques. rw fthef vent that sucl degradation'
occurs,. the reakage rate rTinits act ts I ndi cate whenr pl ant shutdowrr, Isr,
and correctivet actions shouTd be takeXr. Fror a: practical standpoint,. this
is perhaps the most important functiorr of the leakage rate limits.

Not all plants are presently required to comply with the STS. In
particular, several older units have not yet adopted the STS, and these
plants may have leakage rate limits higher than those specified by the STS.
The proposed action would make leakage rate limits consistent with the STS
for all plants. Consistency with the STS helps ensure that the dosage
contribution from the tube leakage will be limited to a small fraction of 10
CFR 100 limits in the event of either a tube rupture* or a steam line break,
and that steam generator tube integrity is adintained in the event of an
MSL3 or under LOCA conditions.. In some instances, however, unique circum-
stances may justify the imposition of either lower or additional restrictive
limits to provide the same level of assurance.

8.1.3 Values and Impacts

The major value of the proposed action is that it enhances
assurances of a. the margin of safety which constitutes the basis for the

*A tube rupture will likely cause activation of the steam generator relief
valves and vent secondary water and steam to the environment. The
radioisotope Inventory of the secondary is kept lower with lower leak rate
limits. However, the effect is not too significant considering that the
secondary side venting of radiocontaminants is overwhelmed by the event of
a steam tube rupture, no matter what the primary to secondary leakage
limits are.

oSince a LOCA decreases the differential pressure across a steam tube during
a LOCA, this affect has to' be minor.
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ST5 by rewirnngs atT plants to. comlly withr the. most recent revision of

those spectifcationz. This safety value associated withr compliance

wltfr the ST leakage rate- limits: consists oftwo maaor components:

Ct) s reductforr Ur risk ta. the puTic irr the event of ani accidental

retease of secondary coalant system water; and.

(Z2 The avafdance oF a Tengthy unscheduled- reactor outage whichr could

result fronr a; steaf generator tube.rupture-

The cost Impacts of the proposed action on industry are minimal

and are primarily associated with an increase in required radioanalytical

procedures. rn most individual cases, there Is no cost impact since

most existing plants are already in compliance either with the STS or

with plant specifications which are equally or more restrictive.

8.2 APPROACH

8.2.1 Objective

This, analysis presents a discussion and evaluation of the

implications of the proposed action, based on estimated specific values and

impacts to industry and the public.

8.2.2 Scope

.This analysis addresses the individual elements which contribute

to the collective value and impact of the proposed action. The elements

considered and the major categories to which these elements can be assigned

are listed as follows:

(1) Cost impacts or savings

o Research costs

o Labor costs

o Aversion of unscheduled outage costs and equipment damage

o Aversion of equipment damage and associated outage
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(2) Probab1Tityt changes

M tube rupture rat_

(3) Popuiat ow radiatlao exposures-

o lkeductio durini normaT operationm
( Xeductmr during MSLI3 r- tube rupture

(4) Occupati nal radi atlon exposures

o Increase fronT corrective actions

The primary sources of data which were utilized for this analy-

sis are (1) technical literature, (2) cognizant NRC staff members, and
(3) utility contacts.

8.3 R£SULTS OF ANALYSIS

8.3.1 Industry

The values and impacts associated with the proposed action will

not be evenly distributed among the nuclear power industry. Rather, they
will be realized only by the small fraction of existing PWRs that have not
as yet adopted the STS or equally restrictive limits for primary to
secondary leakage.

There are two principal values to industry associated with the
proposed action. The first is represented by the fact that the total
leakage rate limit of 1 gpm helps ensure that the dosage contribution from

the tube leakage will be limited to a small fraction of 10CFR100 guide-
lines In the event, of either a steam generator tube rupture or a steam

line break. The I gpm limit is based on the findings of analyses of

assumed tube rupture or steam line break accident conditions. The demon-

stration of compliance with 1CCFR100 dose guidelines is of value from both

a regulatory and public relations point of view. It is also of value to
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bIe I ndustry in general ta have technical specificati ons whictr are

uniforaly applicabtle._

The, second. major value concerns the maintenalce of tube -integrity

under- postulate& accidet- condit ons;.. Extensive testinnT and analysts: has

ndftcated: that anOn3 gpor leaic rate per, steanr generator corresponds to. a

throuq-w&tT deflet of &a Tengttr (about G.E in) that wotild not fa1l under-

pressure differenttaTs: assocfated %ittr norma.l operating- conditions (1500

pst), a; Toss:-af-ccoTant-azcddent (3.000 psi), or a. main steam line, break

(2575 psi) (Westinghouse. Proprietary Report,. 1977). Recent test results

have been obtained which substantiate the previous findings (Westinghouse

Proprietary Report, 1980).

The proposed action also has value to industry in a practical

sense in that leakage rates provide an important indication of the existence

or rate of tube degradation. Experience has shown that some forms of

degradation can develop in a period of time shorter than routine inspection

Intervals, or may be difficult to detect with current ECT techniques. Ih

the event that such degradation occurs, the leakage rate- limits act to

Indicate when- plant shutdown, ISI, and corrective actions should be taken.

Fron a practical standpoint, this: is: perhaps the most important function of

the leakage rate limits.

Experience with steam tube ruptures has shown negligible exposure

to the public. Little difference would be observed with steam tube ruptures

during an MSLB, since a-similar depressurization of the primary would be

required, as with any SGTR. Further, the probability of a coincident MSLB

and S6TR is very low and any change in this probability altered leakage

limit would have a negligible impact.

The costs associated with primary to secondary leakage surveil-

lance requirements are not large. The reason for this lies primarily in the

fact that all planttt have an existing radiochemistry program, and most

plants either already have adequate surveillance or require only minor

modification of their program to achieve adequate surveillance. This cost

assessment assumes that adequate instrumentation and staff are already

present. Additional costs would result from labor associated with research-

ing, developing, and documenting the revised radiochemical methods and data
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lnte taton. ant the actual performance of the sampling and analytical
pncedures_.-

Frinary ta secndarr leakage is quantitatlWly estimated by radio-
cheatcat antyssw ot secondar col ant system watesr samwl ed frw steanr
generator, Wowdowrr Dr addltrorn. the leakage rate throught steant generator
tuber ca be contimu=sT monitret byr the radt ati air Al ars of the condenser
afr- eaector.. This atau ;prmfdes air ear-y indicat air of a tube Teak by
detectn; noncondenswtle radioacttve gases transported by the RCS Tiquid.
througfr the. Teaking tube Intm the secondary system. A survey of 5 plants
(I units) revealed- that a variety of methods are used by operators to
estimate: primary to secondary leakage. These methods are summarized in
Table. a-1.

In principle, any substance that is volatile In the secondary side
of the steam generator and is condensed in the condenser may be used to
measure the primary to secondary leak rate. Tritium analysis usually
provides the best sensitivity, although early in plant life, when the
tritium concentration in the primary system is less than 0.01 vCi/g, Na-24
or F-18 analyses may provide more sensitive indications of leakage. An
estimate of the cost impact resulting from the surveillance requirements
associated wittr the proposed action is given in Table 8-2.

3.3.1.1. Reduction in Frequency of Tube .Rupture

Presently the observed tube rupture ratio for all PWRs is 0.015
per reactor year. The adoption of STS has the possibility of reducing this
overall probability. rt is estimated that reduction of the rupture fre-
quency Is 15% or a maximum reduction of approximately .002 per year, since
reduction actually applies only to those plants without STS.

8.3.1.2 Radiological Exposure

Implementation of STS for primary to secondary leakage will result
in a negligible incremental occupational dose. However, the avoided occupa-
tional dose associated with avoidance of tube rupture is approximately 1
rman-rem/year or 20 man-rem over 24 years. This avoid dose applies only to
plants without STS.
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Table 8-1. Sample pf Methods for Assessing Primary to Secondary W4QJa

Plant No. Units

1

2

3

2

Procedure

Measure secondary -F3
activity and relate to
primary H-3 activity.

Measure gross O-y activity
in secondary, If activity
greater than threshold,
perform analysis for spec-
ific Isotope (usually
Na-24).

Frequency Re~arks

can 4eW# *QO § ¶1P4

0.001 Opm dO41W09limnit

6-4 3

-14

2 Ieasure dose equivalent
1-131 in secondary and
relate to primary DE 1-131
activity.

Confj irtnry narnewnto
on xen in ppponir Oar
eJector,

i i

Confi rmatory pwsorepenti
on PE 1-13.4 Measure Xe-133, -135 from

air eJector and releate to
primary activity.

Measure secondary 11-3
activity and relate to
primary H-3 activity.

Continuous

2
Confinnotory mweaeuremIentW
on xenon in condnpser air
ejector. I.... (

I I



rahlbe Z-2. Costs of 1mplementi nr & Primary
Man1torinT Prograw for

tor Secondary Leakage Rate.
a PWIZ

Cost rtai Labor- Matiri a.]s

ane. Time Costsz
Zesearcft (devel p: and: MQOW
document leakage
assessment prodedures)

Recurring Costsb
Sampling and Analysis S80,000/yr S1,000/yr

Present 'Wrth Costs
Over Remaining 24 Years
PTant Life. $1.3 million Total

assumes that radilcheical procedures for analysis of tracers is already in
effect.

b8ased on time required for daily sampling and analysis for tritium
(estimated from B&W Radlochenistry Manual, S&W 1410, T. L. McDaniel, Ed.,
1975).
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T'.la cost

The cost required ta implementSTS is meglgThble. The estimate of

a.vid: costs ts Tess:; thanr .5M= Tess than .IM,. and .1 M- r year for a 3,. 60

or 9a dar forced; utage ts repair steaar a. generator tube rupture. The

cumuuTative! cost estimat& aver- 24- years is i.S. L4W, and; 2LOM. This avoided-

cost: appTles; ory- t p:lants without SMS

E.3.Z The PubTic:

The intended value of the proposed action is that is minimizes

both- the likelihood and magnitude of offsite doses by minimizing

the probability of a. tube rupture and by liTiting the transport of radio-

active primary coolant into the secondary system. The magnitude of the

realized value, in the form of reduced risk to the public, is highly

dependent upon site-specif1c and reactor-specific factors. It is assumed

that a maximufr reduction in public risk of 15 percent can be achieved

through this mechanism. The reduction in public risk Is approximately $9

per year for cleanup of core-melt, with a public dose reduction of approxi-

mately .008 man-rem.

8.3.3 Implementation Plan

The requirement to submit proposed changes to their technical

specifications to conform with the STS within 120 days of final publication

of this requirement poses no undue hardships to the utilities.

8.3.4 Alternatives

There is no direct alternative analogue of leakage limits.

However, all the other preventive or diagnostic/preventive actions suggested

can achieve the same goal.

8.4 REFERENCE

1. T. A. Ippolito (NRC) to G. C. Lainas (NRC), "Forthcoming Meeting

with Steam Generator Owners Group Proposed Generic Requirements,"

July 22, 1982.
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S.O: VALUE-IMACr ANALYSIS. FM 'STANDARO TECNICAL SPECIFICATTON

LIMIr FOR COOLANT IODINE ACTING REQUIREMENT

T. L SUM4ART

Thfstsectfoir statesz the proposed. requirement and. the bases for its

selectiow ant summarizes the results of the value-impact analysis.

9.L.L Oescriptfon

this analysis addresses the requirement proposed by NRC(1) that

all PMRs that have technical specifications which differ from the STS in

coolant iodine limits or surveillance requirements should incorporate the

STS requirements.

There are two distinct technical specifications which limit cool-

ant activity. These are limits for dose equivalent DEI-131 and limits

for gross gamma-activity of non-iodine activity (designated by E) in the

coolant. The specific activity of the primary coolant is limited to

less than or equal to L0 uCi/g DE 1-131, and less than or equal to 100/E

uCi/g_ The STS also allow for iodine spiking, which is a phenomenon

which usually ocrs following changes in thermal power. The allowable

Iodine spiking limit as a function of percent of rated thermal power is

depicted in Figure 9--L With the specific activity of the primary coolant

greater than LO uCI/g DE r-131. but within the allowable spiking limit

shown in Figure 9-l, operation may continue for up to 48 hours. However,

the cumulative operating time under these circumstances cannot exceed 800

hours in any consecutive 12-month period. If the 1.0 uCi/g limit is

exceeded continuously for more than 48 hours or if the spiking limit is

exceeded, the reactor must be brought to hot standby within six hours.

The iodine activity limit for secondary coolant is 0.1 uCi/g DE

1-131. If the specific activity of the secondary coolant exceeds this

limit, the plant must be brought to hot standby within six hours, and to

cold shutdown within the following 30 hours.
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PERCFNT OF RATM THERMAL POWER

Figure 9-1 Dose Equivalent I-131 Primary Coolant Spiking
Limit as a Function of Percent of Rated
Thermal Power
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The piriarr coolant surve.ilance requirements of the STS specify

that. tsotap.c anatlysis for DE r-UL concentrati cri be performed.once per 14.

days.. rrr addition-, isotopfc anaTysts for iodirmi. including- r-131, t-133,

andt E-UT35 is reqmired once per- four hours: whenever the specific activity

exceedr- LM uCT/0 DE r-13L or- ME uCi /g-, and once betweerr two and six

hours foToThef t thermaT power chang exceedingT 15 percent of the. rated:

theriamT power wilthLr . one-hour-period_. Secondary coaTant must be sampled

and: anatyzed for-E r-U3c once per 3t days,. whenever the gross activity

determination indicates iodine concentration greater than 10 percent of the

alTowabTe limit;. or once per six months, whenever the gross activity deter-

mination indicates iodine concentration below 10 percent of the allowable

imit.

High coolant Iodine levels are caused either by fuel cladding

failures or by the existence of tramp uranium on the cladding. The ratio of

1-131 to 1-133 coolant activity can be used to determine the source of

fission products In the primary coolant.

In addition, for the reasons cited below, it is recommended that

plants which have. Tow-head HPSI pumps and which do not have iodine limits

equal to STS limits be required to implement a reduced iodine technical

specification limit of 0.2 uCi/g dose equivalent I-131.

9.1.2 Need for Action

As stated in NUREG-0916, during the Ginna SGTR event, the amount

of primary to secondary leakage and the total amount of water and steam

released to the environment were larger than would normally be predicted

because of valve malfunctions and operator actions.

The NRC staff has determined that the potential exists for doses

to the population to exceed 1OCFR100 guidelines from a design basis SGT2

accident, but only in the event of a very unlikely, but not impossible, set

of circumstances. Specifically, the following conditions must exist: pri-

mary coolant iodine concentration at the STS specific activity spiking limit

of 60 uCI/g dose equivalent I-131, maximum flow rate through a double-ended

tube rupture, flow through the tube rupture prolonged for two or more hours,

filling of the steam generator and steam line of the affected steam genera-
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tar,. reteases of & gas-water mixture through the affected steam- generator
safety or- atmospheric dump/relief valves, and conservative dispersforr fac-
tw6s. The actuar radialogiczl consequencesQf the Ganna SM accident were
not severe because the reactor- col ant iodine spec1fiz- actlivity was very low
(MOW uCf/g dose equ~ivaTent r-L3t, or about Z pertant of the pl ant techni -
cat specificattowm Tinit),. and: because the existing meteorological conditions
were far- morer favorale thaZ the conservativYe asumpti ons used irr prior
anrryTses.

However, eleverr PWRsI do not have- any specific limits on
radioiodine, but do have imits on total gamma activity. While the total
primary coolant activity might remain substantially below the total activity
technical specification shutdown value, the actual radioiodine levels could
be very high. Furthermore, iodine spiking must be accomodated, but
controlled,and surveillance to assure complianca is necessary.

The Standard Technical Specifications incorporate dose equivalent
iodine concentration limits for all the PWR vendors which (1) incorporate
suitably conservative limits, (2) accommodate, but control spiking of
iodine, and (3) incorporate adequate surveillance for both primary and
secondary coolants.

The primary purpose of the* STS limits for dose equivalent 1-131
coolant specific activity is to assure that, in all likelihood, IOCFRIC0
guidelines are not exceeded in the event of a design basis SGTR accident.

A reduced coolant iodine limit of 0.2 uCi/g is required for cer-
tain plants in order to provide the same margin of assurance as the STS
limits. The basis for this more stringent requirement lies in the fact
that some plants have low-head HPSI pumps (e.g., 1400 to 1600 psig shutoff
head centrifugal pumps) which have more difficulty in responding to an SGTR
event than plants with high-head HPSI pumps (eg., 2500 psig shutoff head
centrifugal pumps). As a result of the 1imIted make-up rate of low-head
pumps at high pressure, the small LOCA induced by the SGTR event may
result in a continuing net loss of coolant from the RCS. The RCS thus
remains at high pressure and the void fraction (i.e., the fraction of steam
with respect to water in the primary system) continues to increase as cool-
ant inventory decreases. For this reason, it has been recommended that the
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ieactor uoant pumps (RC~s) be tripped. t prevent ccre uncovery during the

accfdent (NUREG.0623). Tripong. the: RCPs reduces the rate of leakage. froar

the RCPs: since this: alTows onlyc steam, aC opposed. ta a steam-water mixture,

to: be discharged. througIr the- tube rupture.- However, without the RCPs run-

n-ing. the pressure fI= the RCS; remalns: hi gtr longer (eqg,* normal pressurizer

sprat- Is& not operabe wher the RCrs are secured) and. the tot-L Toss: of

coTant froar the S6TM event Is: greater than- if the RCPs: were not tripped.

Oncu the pressure is: reduced, the leakage from the RCS into the steanr

generator wi T stoW..

Plants with low-head HPSI pumps cannot assure that core uncovery

will not occur in the intial response phase following an SGTR, and thus

require RCP trip. En plants with high-head HPSI pumps, the potential for

core uncovery Is not of great concern, and the RCPs can remain running and

allow for a more rapid depressurization of the RCS, which minimizes the

total coolant inventory loss. Plants with low-head HPSI pumps, thus, have a

potential for much greater coolant inventory loss to the environment in such

sequences. Analyses performed by the NRC- staff ind-icated that in such

conditions where steam generator overfill occurs, with an attendant

release to the environment of 200,000 lb of coolant (as water and steam)

at one-half of the spiking iodine activity limit of 60 uCi/g, excessive

offsite doses could result. The reduced coolant Iodine limit of 0.2

uCi/g specified for plants in which such events may occur (i.e., plants with

low-head HPSr pumps) is consistent with the coolant activity limits required

to keep resultant offsite doses to within acceptable levels.

9.1.3 Summary of Values and Impacts

The major value of the proposed action is that it assures the

margin of safety which constitutes the basis for the STS coolant iodine

limit by requiring all PWR plants to incorporate either the STS cr more

stringent limits. The safety value associated with STS or other limit

compliance is realized in the form of a reduction in risk to the

public in the event of an SGTh accident even though this risk is

extremely low for SGTR events, on the order of 10-7 probability with only

0.5 man-rem public risk per reactor year.
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The cost impacts of the proposed; action on industry *ill be borne
by the alever PRs whidr currently do. not have technical specifications for
coalant iodine activity, twao whic have les. restrictive l-mits,. and four
PWRs whic1 currently do. not have survailtance programs that meet the STS.
The impact o! pTants havtinT current iodine coolant~ac-t1vty levels
greater- tharr ST values coTtd: be substantial, ir some cases requiring
pxtt&t reptacement af the cares. Howeven. all units whicir would be impacted
byr this requdrement appear tr currentTy be withn the limits. rn' addition,
thers are minor cost Impacts associated; with expand- ed surveillance programs
of about SM miTl fton irr present worth.

9.2. APPROACS

9.2.L Objective

This analysis presents a discussion and evaluation of the
implications of the proposed action, and arrives at a conclusion as to
whether or not justification exists for the proposed action to be undertaken
as recommended. Specific values and impacts to industry and the public
must be identified, and existing data required to quantitatively support
estimates for these values and impacts are gathered. The primary sources
of data utilized for this analysis are: (1) technical literature, (2)
cognizant NRC staff members, and (3) utility contacts.

9.2.Z Scope

This analysis addresses the individual elements which contribute
to the collective value and impact of the proposed action. The elements
considered and the major categories to which these elements can be assigned
are listed as follows:

(1) Cost impacts or savings

o Labor 'osts
o Equipment costs
o Fuel replacement costs
o Unscheduled outage costs



(2) Populatior radiation exposure

0 Rteductlorr fromt SMTR? initiated. accidants (including the

probabiTity ofi exceeding 10CF2R10W dose guidelines)
: Rleduction- fronr replacement of Teak.1ng: fuel

(3) OGccupationa radiatoirr exposures-

a. rncrease. from surveil I ance requirements

o Increase from repl acement of 1 eaki ng fuel

o Reduction from reduced coolant activity

9.3 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

9.3.1 Industry

The. values and impacts associated with the proposed action will

not be evenly distributed among the nuclear power industry. Rather, they

will be realized only by PWR plants falling into either of the following

categories: (1) plants which have high-head HPSI pumps and which have not

yet adopted the STS iodine coolant limits, or (2) plants which have low-head

HPSr pumps and which do not have coolant iodine limits as restrictive as STS

limits. At the present time, approximately 11 plants do not have iodine

coolant limits, two plants have limits which are less restrictive than STS

limits, and four plants do not have adequate surveillance programs. Two of

these plants currently do not have specifications for coolant iodine

activity and would be affected by the proposed 0.2 uCi/g limit.

Values

The major value of the proposed action is represented by the fact

that the affected plant will be able to demonstrate compliance with

1OCFR100 with respect to design basis SUTR accidents. Compliance with STS

coolant iodine limits (or, in the case of certain plants, reduced coolant

iodine limits) assures that Part 100 dose guidelines will not be

exceeded, and the demonstration of compliance with Federal standards
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ts vaTuabl e ta the p1tiant froir bot.r a. regu 1 atory and pub TIa rel ati ons
point of iew*.

There is nao value to. averted occupatlonaT exposure due to. the
lower iodine Tim1ts. ost expsure rates around priwary' or secondary systenr
components are due to: gross beta.-gamt activity of the coolant, past
depositfor of fissicir and: corrosi ar products, etc.

tmoacts

The impact of the proposed- action on Industry consists of two
major components:

(1) Increased costs associated with potential fuel rep 1 acament,
unscheduled outages, or increased surveillance requirements.

(2) Increased occupational radiation exposures associated w ith
potential fuel replacement or increased surveillance requirements.

Since high coolant iodine levels are indicative of failed or
contaminated fuel cladding,. prolonged or repeated operation above STS
limlts could result In the need to replace defective fuel in order to
remain within the limiting condition for operation. The fraction of the
core requiring replacement would vary on the nature, extent, and distri-
bution of the fuel defect, the past history of fuel performance, the
ability of the operator to characterize or isolate the defect, and other
factors. Additional costs would be incurred by the purchase of
replacement power during the forced outage.

Since four plants do not have adequate surveillance requirements,
these plants will incur the costs associated with the development,
documentation, and implementation of the procedure necessary to adequately
demonstrate compliance. An estimate of the costs associated with coolant
iodine monitoring, as well as the accompanying license amendment costs, are
presented in Table 9-L

A small increase in occupational radiation exposure will probably
result from increased primary coolant sampling and handling in plants which
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Table 9-1. Costs Associated. 11th Coolant iodine Monitoring

Labor Otthr TiWal
Professional(1) Technician(l) Cost :4§ 0§4Cost Item

One-Time Costs(2) (
Research (develop and document

assessment procedures for dose-

equivalent 1-131) 40 hours $ ?aOf F?,POQ
'-4

;a
.I

Recurring Costs 1i

- ?,800
Sampling and analysis(495) 595 hr/yr $23,8000

Supplies, reagents, waste

disposal, etc.

1°

I1,000$1,000
($; ..32

$23.800 Anton $211POntyr595 hr/yrTotal

. I I



iusm upgrade their surviIlTance programs. These exposures. can be held to
minimaT Tevels by- proper applicationi of ALARA techniques, and. should not
constitute & source of s gnificant impact. However, a; si gnif I cant i ncrease
fi occupational exposures: may result fromn fuel ieplacement operations
dictated by coa1lance *ttr reduced; coolant iodlne. lzuits.-:The unrloading' of
air enttre c=re, removaLt f the fael t: the spent fuel storage area, and the
refdading; F the com can be expected: t: result fi a- dose range of about 25
person-rem (HURESVCX-SI ts 60 persozr-rear (AIF). This range can be
considerect air upper Tfmit of the occupational exposures that may result front
the replacement of defective fueT for purposes of STS complianca.

Theapossibility of implementing this proposed requirement and
having: one or more plants be unable to operate within the limits is seen
above as the major impact, both in cost and exposure. The units which iould
be implementing this requirement were investigated for their present iodine
concentrations to see If they were within the proposed limits. A telephone
survey (2) was conducted with the results as shown in Table 9-2.

All plants were found to be operating within the proposed limits,
with the exception of two plants (which would implement the 10Q% Iodine STS)
for which data was unavailable. Assuming these other two plants are found
to be within the lilmts, the-potential major impacts on cost and exposure
due to fuel replacement are found not to apply.

9.3.2 The Public

The intended value of the proposed action is that it assures that
1OCFR1OO thyroid dose guidelines will not be exceeded in the event of a
design basis SGTR by limiting the total amount of coolant iodine activity
available for release to the environment. The proposed action may also
reduce offsita doses associated with normal plant operation by limiting the
amount of coolant activity available for release in routine effluents.
However, this benefit is of only minor significance since the overall
release to the public by a SGTR leading to core melt is 0.5 man-ram per
reactor year.
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Tabte T-Z Present Status (09/03182) of Several Units Which

Would tIplement the rodine Requirement (2)

Measured Value DEr-131 Value

Ar. 10 Cf STS Limit 1.0 uc/J

Kemaune L
I Kewaune 2

Kewaune 3
Oconee I
Oconee 2

Oconee 3
TMI 1 & 2
Haddan Neck
Rancho Seco

t7 x 10-2

2.2 x 10-2

I x 10-2
0.24

0.45

0.16
(Shut)
No Data
No Oata

uc/g Gross
uc/g Gross
uc/g Gross
uc/g Gross
uc/g Gross

uc/g Gross

I
I
I-
I
I
I

Neg
Neg

Neg

Order _10-1 uc/g

Order 1041 uc/g

Order I-C4 uc/g

B. 20% of STS Limit 0.2 uc/g

0.1 uc/g

_.2 uc/g
Point Beach

tndian Point 2

O .37
0.21

uc/g Gross I

uc/g 131 & 133
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92.4. Imp Teentatlow P1 air

The impTementatior plair states that within 60 days of issuance
of ther proposed requirement to Itcansees,. a11 PWR licensees not
presentTr using: the SM for' primary- and, secondary coolant iodine activity
and survetance thereof shall be reqtired tar adopt and; imp-lement the STS
vaTues and s= notify' the- stafF. Ear PWtr Ticensee- wiTl be requested
to subait;. *tftMw 9M days; of issuance of this; requirement to- licen-
sees,, & request for- changes to- the technical specIfications as
required ts implement this requ.1rement. Subsequently, requests for
modification of the STS to incorporate plant specific information
will be considered by the NRC staff, if such requests are suitably
Justified. Applicants for an operating license will be required to commit
to the STS for coolant iodine as part of the licensing process.

No specific impacts due to this schedule are foreseen, unless
iodine limits cannot be met by a 9iven plant. At that juncture it would
probably be affective to delay implementation of the requirement until the
scheduled fuel change-.

9.3.5 Alternatives

The only reasonable altarnatives to the proposed action are:

(1) Maintenance of the status quo.
(2) Imposition of totally uniform STS limits, or
(3) Imposition of less restrictive STS limits.

Alternative I is unacceptable because there are no valid bases for
the exlcusion of coolant iodine limits from a PWR's technical
specifications, as is currently the situation for alevent PWRs. &n
addition, the existence of inadequate surveillance programs, such as those
that currently exist at four plants, cannot be Justified on tachnical
grounds.

The imposition of uniform STS limits is not a technically' sound
alternative for the reasons discussed above with respect to PWRs with low-
head HPSI pumps.
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The imposition of Tess restrictive coolant iodine limits is not

£ustifiable since analyses: have indicatedthat the probability of exceeding

1OCFRl dose gmideTines: during. OM conditions. is unaccaptably high..

gE RFERECES

. r rp;p1 to to t ..Lanas, NRC, MenoranduzU, mForthcomi ng Meeti ng with

Stear Generator Owners: Group - Proposed Stear Generator Generic

Requirementsa, July 2Z, 1982.

2. Telecon with F. Akstulewicz, NRC, Septenber 3, 1982.
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10.. VALUE-IMPACT ANALYSIS OF "A STUDY OF REACTOR COOLANr SYSTEM
PRESURE CONTROL OURINx A STEAM GENERATOR

TUBE RUPTURE (SGTR)J REQUIREMENT:

10tS SUM4lRY-

Thft. sectior describes the proposed; requirement and. its basis. for

seTection and- summarizes: the resuTts of the vaTue-impact analysis.

10.1.L Description

This analysis addresses the requirement proposed by NRC that

licensees/vendors should conduct a study to determine the optimal means of

controlling and reducing reactor coolant system pressure during and

following a steam generator tube rupture with emphasis on existing plant

systems and equipment. The spectrum of possible initial conditions, reactor

coolant system (RCS) thermal-hydraulic conditions and break sizes should be

considered. The use of the pressurizer auxiliary system should be

explicitly examined since its use may eliminate the necessity to use 
the

pressurizer power-operated reTief valve (PORY) In cases where forced RCS

flow has been lost. The study should address the following objectives:

1. Minimizing the primary to secondary leakage through the broken

steam generator tube;

Z. Maximizing control over system pressure;

3. Minimizing the chances of producing voids in the RCS, and other

complicating effects.

Based on the results of the study, licensees should be able to optimize

pressure control procedures, techniques, and systems considering an SGTR

with or without offsite power.
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IXl.Z Need: for Actioam

'Atthote forced reactor coaTant f ow-,. whicht may .occur due to re-
actmr colant pumw (RCP) tr1p or- as as result of a. I &. of offslte power, the.
necessary RCt depresswftilov- following air SVR' is more 4ifflcu.lt because
of the Tass& of' normat ressurizer-spray.. RCS fTui & contracti on- caused by
the cooTdow, frm tet dumtns of secondarv-side steact tm either the mairr
condenser or tm the atoMsherv w*f1T resuTt fir some reduction- inr RC5 pres-
sure buht other measures. must be takenr ta. expeditiously reduce the RCS7
pressure ta the. pod nt where pri mary cool ant fl ow I nta the damaged steam
generator stops. The pressurizer PORY was used during the Ginna and Prairie
tsland SGTR events to reduce RCS pressure. However, control of RCS pressure
is difficult with the PORY since its use creates an additional loss of
coolant. The decreasa in RCS pressure can be so rapid that steam voids may
be formed in tha reactor vessel upper head, and In the top of the steam
generator U-tubes and further complicate the RCS depressurization. Void
formation can lead to concerns regarding core cooling. The Ginna aperators
were sufficiently concerned that they left the safety injection pumps
operating, thereby overfilling the steam generator via primary-to-secondary
leakage through theruptured tube. The resulting secondary-side pressure
transient caused the main steaur safety valves to lift, releasing radioactive
material directly to the atmosphere. It Is not apparent that the aux11iary
spray from the charging system could have successfully lower RCS pressure to
the point wherm primary coolant flow into the steam generators is stopped.
It may have been that; by spraying cold charging fluid into the pressurizer,
the decrease in pressure would have resulted in void formation, thus ex-
panding the RCS fluid volume, filling the pressurizer, and rendering further
spray flow ineffective. This phenomena should be examined as well as the
thermal stresses on the spray nozzle itself.

10.1.3 Summary of Values and Inpacts

The major value of the proposed action is that it could ensure
that the licensee has implemented acceptable procedures for meeting the
criteria for optimizing control of reactor coolant pressure to minimize
primary to secondary leakage following an SGTR. With these procedures in
place, the potential for overfilling a steam generator and the quantity of
radioactive material released directly to the atmosphere following an SGTR
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'should be reduced. The major impacts: are the costs of performing the

req.tred.Study and.implementing the findings: of the study. The cost of

evaiuatfng and. comparing- the individual studies (presumably by the NRC) is

another impact.

IOY.Z APP OACH-

1L.Z.,L Objective

The objective of this value-impact analysis is to make some pre-

liminary estimate of the values and impacts of contduct1ng a study and imple-

menting findings regarding optimization of RCS pressure control following an

SGTR event.

10.2.2 Scope

The values and impacts identified below are evaluated with respect

to costs, risk reduction and occupational exposure. As with all 'study"

type actions, its value depends on whether or not: (1) the results of the

study will point to a valid improved course of action, and (2) such action

will be implemented.

Values

a. Verifies that all PWR plants 'can meet the applicable criteria for

terminating leakage from the RCS into the steam generators

following an SGTR.

1. Reduces probability of overfilling the steam generators

2. Reduces potential offsIte radiological consequences on an

SGTR.

b. Reduces secondary coolant system cleanup requirements following an

SGTM.

1. Reduces amount of primary coolant leakage into secondary

coolant system.
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2. Reduces varlue of radioactive waste generated by cleanup
activities

3. Reduca& occup~atioaa-l exposure associated with cleanup
acfti vtties..

fmpacts~

a- Cst: of study
It Cost oa iiMTecentatfair

10.1 REULTS OF ANALYSIS

10.3.1 Industry

Values

The analysis of an STGR event is included in the FSAR of PWR
plants, and is based cn certain assumptions, including the time following an
SGTR by whidr primary-to-secondary leakage can be stopped. The documenation
of the optimized approach for post-SUTR RCS pressure control will verify
that a capability consistent with the FSAR assumptions exists and that it
reflects the latest lessons learned froa the Ginna and Prairie Island SMTR
events.

As described 1n the paragraph above, the optimzied approach 'or
RCS pressure control can reduce the volume of primary coolant which leaks
into the secondary coolant system following an SGTR. Approximately 300,000
pounds of water flowed from the RCS into the "5 steam generator during the
Ginna S&TR event (2). In the secondary coolant system, primary coolant is a
contaminant which must be removed. The cleanup process will generate liquid
and solid waste which may require further processing or proper disposal.

The plant worker population dose from the Ginna SGTR event was
estimated to be 0.5 person-rem (2). Cleanup activities only account for a
portion of this total dose, therefore, occupational exposure savings of less
than 0.5 person-rem per SGTR avent would be anticipated as a result of
implementing the proposed action.
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The cast af the study is Iike:ly t be Irlghly variable, depend.ing

o the present capabiTity for RCM pressure contrat fWtIoydng. an S&TR and the

I ncrenentaT Improvement required.- As & minimuffj. the study may. requ.ire t.

revifew and docuirentattaor of how exf sti rnq systems and procedures al ready

rovfde tt mreqmfs ite caab. Tity.. TMis typeof study watLId TikeTy have a.

cast on the order- oft-ita oa tz $30,00O.. rn other pTants, the study may

requiretherwnat-hydrat.TicimodeTing- of the primary and secondary coolant

systems as wellT as detaiTed stress analysis. of selected components such as

the pressurizer auxiliary spray nozzle. A study in this depth, and the

development of an optimized approach for RCS pressure control could cost on

the order of S100,000 or more.

The cost of implementing an optimized approach for RCS pressure

control is likely to be highly variable, depending on the adequacy of the

present RCS pressure control capability and the differences between the

present and the optimized approach. The cost associated with implementing

an optimized. approach for RCS pressure control is not presently

quantifiable, but may include some or all of the following items of cost:

o Developing, validating, and implementing new emergency procedures.

O Training plant operators.

O Replacing equipment or upgrading equipment qualification if

existing equipment must be operated outside of the conditions for

which it was originally designed and qualified.

10.3.2 Public

With the optimized approach for RCS pressure control, risk

associated wtth an SGTR may be reduced by reducing the potential

radiological consequences. As reported In NUREG-0916 (3) the NRC staff

estimated that the maximum-exposed offsite individual could have received a

thyroid dose of less than 5 miltirems and a whole body dose of 0.5 millirem

from the Ginna SGTR event. In addition, the whole-body population dose

within a 50 mile radius of the plant was estimated to be less than 0.1
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persan-ref. gIitt optlmized: RCK pressure controT,. populatlon dose savings up
tm thi s amount may be reaVTlzed. f S&TR events. As. noted irr NUREG-0916, the
r-fskfrom exposure to radi act1vemrwaterials released-frg Xinna was low
compred. tat sanr ither types of risk,. and thee radiatl on-rel ated risk I s
based om conservaftve assu Wtaons.- atisl ta; real individua's from- exposure
tm raitaactsi atet als ftll owi n the 4i nna SM event was 1udge& to. be
Thstgniffcant (s)..

There is some probahb1iIty that improved means of controllIng qS
pressure- during steam- generator tube rupture could prevent a. core melt-down.
As an upper Timit, it is estimatad that tan percent of potential core melts
could be prevented through optimized pressure control techniques. Further,
it is presumed that these studies will result in implementation of an opti-
mized program in thirty percent of the cases' so that roughly 3 percent of
potential core melts can maximally be prevented by this program.

10.3.3 Implementaticn Plan

These basic requirements assume that optimized use of existing
equipment will provide adequate RCS pressure control following an SGTR. If
the results of the licensee/vendor study Indicates that the required
capability cannot be provided by existing equipment, an alternate plan for
implementation wilt have to be developed.

10.3.4 Alternatives

RCS Pressure Control Training Approach

Since procedures are in place at operating reactors for
controlling RCS pressure under normal and emergency conditions, and since
operators arm trained thereon, an upgrade of training procedures for pres-
sure control for reactor operators could be as effective as the study pro-
posed.

Study by Indecendent Organization

Rather than have each utility do its own study, a study of RCS
pressure control options of all plants by a single, independent organization
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I1r ar alteriattve:.. Efficiency and. objectivity should. be enhanced; cross

comparison of different plants would. be avail abTe; use of "experts1 would be

more efficient; determinatloi of the* need for ar industry-wide- upgrade of

the procedures would: be avaI la Te-

DZ.C- REFERENCES
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3. NUREG-0916, 'Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Restart of R.
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sion, May 198L
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IL0 VALUJE-IMPACr ANALYSIS OF nSAFETY INJECTION (SI)

SIGNAL RESET' REQUIREMENT

ILL SUMAR1Y

T t£ sect: ttoh states the proposed requi rement, the basi s for its

setectf or and: the resuTts of the vaTue-Impact analystrs

11.L.L Description

This analysis addresses the. requirement proposed by NRC (1) that

control logic.associated with safety-related equipment should be reviewed

to minimize the. potential loss of safety function associated with SI

Reset. For example, automatic actions such as the switchover of safety

injection (SI) pump suction from the boric acid storage tank (BAST) to the

refueling water storage tanks (RWST) should be evaluated with respect to

whethtr the switchover should be made on the basis of low 8AST level,

without considerations of the condition of the St signal.

11.1.2 Need for Action

In the Ginna design (1) (2), emptying of BAST following reset of

the SI signal can cause loss of all SI pumps due to cavitation if

rapid manual actions are not taken. This is because the SI pump

suction is designed to shift automatically on low BAST level from the BAST

to the RWST only if the St signal has not been reset (e.g., SI signal

still present). The Ginna SI system is shown in Figure 11-1 (from

Reference 1). This particular SI system configuration is believed to be

found only at 2-loop Westinghouse plants (eg., Kewaunee, Ginna, Prairie

Island I and 2. and Point Beach I and 2) and at Indian Point 2.

An Improved design may be achieved if automatic transfer from the

BAST to the RWST is provided on low BAST level under all operating condi-

tions. This is a desirable feature since, in the event of a steam generator

tube rupture (SGTR), the level of the EAST may not drop to the low level

switchover setpoint for 20 to 30 minutes during which time the operators 
are

precluded by procedures from resetting SI. SI must be reset before CI
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K-,

(containment isoTation) cair be. reset. Resetting. CL allows operatlor of

equipment and. systems. that casr aid: 1ff mitigating: the consequences of a. steas

generator tube rupture.. Dr particular, rMsetting: CZ would permlt the opera-

tors to reestatisr instrument air for the operation of, air-operated valves

associated: wittr the foTToving- functions:

c QlCS tetdowr
c Kormat pressurizer spray
m AuxfTlary pressurizer spray

a NormaT charging
o Auxiliary charging
o Reactor coolant pump seal return (to CVCS)

o PressurIzer power-operated relief valves (these valves have a

backup nitrogen system)

11.1.3 Summary of Values and Impacts

*The major value. of the proposed action is that it reduces the risk

associated with arr SGTR. Failure of the SI pumps due to cavitation or

airbinding is a common-mode effect that could cause a loss of the high-

pressure coolant inventory control function and could result in increased

consequences of an SGTR. The cost of implementing the modification

indicated necessary by the proposed review is the major impact. No

negative impacts on overall plant performance have been identified.

11.2 APPROACH

11.2.1 Objectives

The objective of this analysis is to make some preliminary

estimate of the values and impacts related to the requirement to review the

control logic associated with safety-related equipment to minimize the loss

of safety function associated with SI Reset and the implementation of

improved designs and modifications.
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tL1.ZZ Scope

Far each af the potenti aT impac= and values ident1f led below,
quantitative and: qualitative informatio is usecL to sssess. the overall merit
3f them requf rement:.

VaTuest

a Reduces risk fromn S&T

- Reduces probability of sr pump failure due to cavitation or
alrbindlng.

- Reduces probability of loss of high-pressure reactor coolant
inventory control function

- Reduces probability of more severe radiological consequences
as a result of loss of safety function

0 Reduces the potential complexity of plant response following a
SGTR

- Reducas* or eliminates operator actions needed to protect SI
pumps against cavitationr

- Reduces probability of loss of high-pressure reactor coolant
inventory control function

Imoacts

o Cost of valve control modifications.
O Cost to public for implementation of proposed action, in terms of

higher utility rates.
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RESULT AND. ANALYSIS

11:.L 3 ndust1.

varuer

Reduces: risk fr, S&TR

tn the scenar1i described in Sectiorr S, It appears possible for

a. combination' of normal manual andy automatic system responses following an

SGTR tor cause a system alignment that results in cavitation and airbinding

of the St pumps in some PWR plants. Safety-related pumps are not normally

designed for extended operation in a cavitating or air-bound state. In

fact, it has been recognized that loss of suction in cmparable auxiliary

feedwater pumps may lead to pump damage "in a short period of time, possibly

too short for the operators to take actions that would protect the pumps"

(3). Conservatively, it should be assumed that the SI pumps will be damaged

and will fall with a probability of 1.0 if system alignment results in

cavitation.. The proposed action reduces the probability that such an

alignment of the SI system w1 occur.

During response to an SGTR, it Is possible that all SI pumps will

be operating. As can be seen in Figure 11-1, these pumps may share a common

suction path. Loss of pump suction may therefore result in a common-mode,

cavitation-induced failure of all SI pumps. This in turn may result in a

loss or a significant reduction of the high-pressure reactor coolant inven-

tory control capability in some plants. All of the plants listed in Section

1.5 have an St system and a lower-capacity charging system that could pro-

vide a limited high-pressure reactor coolant inventory control capability

following failure of the SI system. Adequacy of this capability should be

assessed on an individual plant basis.

Loss of the high-pressure reactor coolant Inventory control

function following an SGTR could lead to radiological consequences more

severe than those observed following the Ginna SGTR event. The specific

event sequences related to this loss of safety function, and the potential

consequences should be assessed on an individual plant basis. Note that the

radiological consequences of the Ginna SGTR event were evaluated in NUREG-
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OSg (4), and the whol e-body popul ati or dose wtithinn a Mr-mit I radium was
estiruated to: be- less tharr QL person-rem..

PI ant- that are vtul nerabl e to; the scenari descri bed i n Secti on
ILL (or ather comparabler scenarios) require properly cooitinated operator
aCtions to: ensure that St pumnw cavitatiorr does not accur during response to
aurST even. The proposed actforrw-tt1 reduce or- el ininate the need for
operator actions to: protect the sr pumps against: cavitatomr. The lilkelihood
al operitovr error cOntri httnt toM St pumR failure should therefore be
reduced. rw WASH-140 (5), the probability of aa operator error of omission
(e.g., failure to establish proper SI pump alignment after the SI reset) was
estimated to be LOx10-z.

Plant response following an SGTR should be more predictable as a
result of (1) reducing the probability of cavitation failure of SI pumps,
and (2) reducing the need for safety-ralated operator actions to protect the
SI pumps.

Impacts

The costs of valve control modifications are dependent on the
design details of the existing valve control circuits and on the number of
valve control circuits which are modified. For the SI system shown in
Figure 11-1, at least four valve control circuits must be modified (two
parallel valves in the flow path from the RWST and from the 3AST). Total
costs for this plant are estimated to be approximately 5100,000 per plant.

11.3.2 Public

Value

Since WASH-1400 estimates operator error In failure to establish
St pump alignment prior to reset at 10-2, this is used as an upper bound to
the reduction in frequency of core melt resulting from such a change.
Therefore, reduction in public risk of L: Is the assumed upper limit value.
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rmuact

Reflecti oir of costs of impTementatiorr on uti lIty rates-, where

tnWividual plant costs ar expected. t: average Lout S1OOOQ.

This; reduction in- pub:lic translated. to less thar one. dollar

per yeaefor- clear uS of core melt andt public dose reduction of c.0006 man-

resr

11.3.3 Implementation- Planr

No schedular impacts are foreseen for implementation of the

requirements to complete the review by January 30, 1983.

11.3.4 Alternatives

The following alternative recommendations are presented:

a.. Add a Tow suction pressure trip input to the control circuits for

each- of the Sr pumps. This type of trip input would likely

require one suction pressure trip channel per pump control cir-

cuit. A control room alarm should also be added to alert the

operator to the protective automatic shutdown of the SI pumps.

This type of trip circuit may adversely affect SI pump reliability

(e.g. fault in low suction pressure trip portion of control

circuit may prevent operation of pump).

b. Replace SI pumps with units specifically designed to remain

operational following extended cavitation or airbound operation.

Concern over timely realignment of the pump suction could thereby

be eliminated. Commercial availability of such pumps has not been

investigated.

c. Revise operating procedures to require that the operator transfer

SI pump suctions to the RWST before resetting SI. This corrective

action was taken at Ginna following the SGTR event (Reference 4).
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IL VALUE-IMPACt ANALYSIS OF 'CONTAINMENT tSOLATION

ANb RESEPw REQUIREMENT
._ :

m:! SIM4RY

Tifs sectior describes the requirement proposed: by NRC(1) and. the

basis for its seTectior and. swinarizes. the value-impact analysis.

I2.1.L Gescrlptiaor

This section describes the requirements proposed by NRC(1) that

all PWRs should review and evaluate the response of the Chemical and Volume

Control System (CVCS) letdown flow path to containment isolation and reset

signals. Specifically, PWRs should evaluate the containment isolation (CI)

systems and determine if any modifications are necessary to assure isolation

of the low pressure portion of the letdown line inside containment (and its

relief valve), thereby avoid4ng an unnecessary RCS leak during a steam

generator tube rupture (SGTR) event

12.1.2 Need for Action

During the Ginna. event, the RCS letdown orifice Isolation and

level control valves closed as designed as pressurizer level initially

decreased. In addition, the containment isolation valve in the letdown line

also-closed, as designed, on a containment isolation signal. However, as

pressurizer level recovered later in the. event, the selected letdown orifice

Isolation valve and the level control valve reopened as designed. Conse-

quently, the letdown line was communicating with the reactor coolant system

while the downstream portion of the letdown line remained isolated, causing

the relief valve on the letdown line to open at its setpoint pressure of 600

psig. This valve relieves to the pressure relief tank and was the nasor

contributor to the pressure relief tank level. The Ginna containment isola-

tion design therefore caused an unnecessary and undesirable leak during an

already complex event.
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IOr.t2 Value and tmpacts

The major vaTuea f tfris propose4 actioar is. that it reduces the
potentiar complexity. of plant response fol10winq aq S&R oemands on the
operator are therefore reduced, and: prTant response should.be more predict-
abTeA. The cost of the study to: revie* and. evaluate cr systems is estimated
at s4O,00O. Ther are atsz minor savings ir avoided occupational exposure
of about Q; ma n-" resuftfng fro= aur SWM event. Atso:, the avoi ded cost
of c:eanr-upw is: 2 maxlinw of SAM per- S _ TheTe major impact is the cost
of impTementinT any proposed: actiorr involving" plant modifications to ensure
containment isolation. Duer ta the variability of plant design, the number
of plants affected, and the detailed system changes necessary to implement
this proposed action, industry-wide impacts are presently unknown. On an
individual plant basis, it is estimated that costs could run as hign as
S200,000.

Overall, the impacts appear to exceed the values of this proposed
requirement if implementation causes plant modifications of any cost.

12.2 APPROACH

12.2.1 Objectlves

The objective of this value-impact analysis is to make some
preliminary estimate of the values and impacts of implementing the proposed
requirement related to a review of CYCS letdown line value controls and the
Containment Isolation System and modifications indicated necessary by the
review.

12.2.2 Scope

This analysis includes an estimation of the values and impacts in
terms of costs, risk reduction, and exposures associated with the elements
Identified below.
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Vatues-:

o Reduces the potenti lI comp.l eity of Plant response following ant

Prevent= & CfhaL Tenge of the CYCS tetdowrr Tine relief valve.

fitTowfan reset of containment isolation-.

- PFrevents establishing m undesirable reactor coolant blowdowir

pattr froT the RCS to the pressurizer relief tank via the CYCS

letdown line relief valve.

- May prevent overfilling the pressurizer relief tank and

dumping reactor coolant to the containment sump.

o Reduces containment cleanup following an SGTR:

- Reduces or eliminates 6ontamination of containment caused by

overfilling the pressurizer relief tank

- Reduces volume of radioactive waste generated by cleanup

activities.

- Reduces occupation exposure associated with cleanup

activities.

- Reduces labor costs of cleanup.

Imoacts

o Cost of CYCS valve control circuit modifications
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1ZZ RESULTS CF ANALYStS

1ZT. rndustr.

VaTue.

rtf the ffceisoTa~tf ar Yvales reiualw closed-> there. wiltt beno.
challenge of thvCY1CS Tatdawir Tine relief vaTle f*lTowinTg reset of contain-
met isalatior. This rerlief vaTlve is downstreanr of the letdowrr orifices and
is intande' ta pratect the low' pressure porti0n of the CYCS' Ietdown 1 ine
against overpressure. The capacity of this. relief valve is generally equal
to the maximuor fl ow rate through- all letdown orifices (2). The relief valve
is set to lift at a pressure. equal to the design pressure of the low-
pressure portion of the CYCS letdown line (eg., about 600 psig). In WASH-
1400 (3), the probability of a relief valve failure-to-open was estimated to
be 3x10-2 per demand.

If the relief valve is challenged folloiving CI rset, and it opens
as designed, a continuing discharge of coolant from the RCS to the pressuri-
zer relief tank willoccur. At Ginna, the CYCS letdown line relief valve
was the most significant source of water discharged to the pressurizer
relief tank (4). Following the SGTR, thIs tank was f1iled (e.g., 800 ft3,
or about 5980 gallons) and an additional 1320 gallons of water was dischar-
ged to the containment sump after the pressurizer relief tank rupture disk
blew. Without the. water attributable to the CYCS letdown line relief valve
blowdown, it is likely that the Ginna pressurizer relief tank would not have
been overfilled and the containment would not have been contaminated.

If the relief valve is challenged and fails to open (estimated

probability of 3x10-2 per demand), it is possible that the low-pressure
portion of the CNCS letdown line could be overpressurized to as much as four
times design pressure (eg., to about 2400 psig). As a minimum, there would
be very good reason to suspect that the low-pressure portion of the CYCS
letdown line was overstressed by the exposure to higher than design pres-
sure. If the CJCS pressure boundary remained intact, a detailed stress
analysis would be required to determine the transient loading on the low-
pressure portion of the system. 3efore the CVCS was returned to normal
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operaio it woutd. be necessary, tm repair or replace. components- that were
si gni ficantlt overstressed-

Asdescribe& previouslyt, approxinmately- 1329 ga.TTons of reactor

coTtant: was dumped: to the containment sump; whenr the pressurizer relIef tank

(PRXT wavs oerftl Ted:and its rupture diski bTe*w..- the CYCSletdownTine

rtfef' valve hat remainec ts Tatted the sustained: bTowdow- to: the pressuri-

zer retierf tank wuTdr not have occurred-, and it is likel'y that no- water

wouTd: have beer reTeased: to: the., containment sump. Dewatering- and cleanup of

the sumw would therefore have been unnecessary.

The PRT collected water from several sources following the S&TR at

the. Ginna. plant. The. sources of water,. in order of their significance,

were: CYCS letdown line relief valve; reactor coolant pump seal injection

return line relief valve; and one pressurizer power-operated relief valve

used forRCS depressurization (4). If the letdown line had remained iso-

lated, the volume of water discharged to the PRT would have been reduced by

at least on-third (e.g., by at least 2430 gallons). The volume'of radio-

active waste. generated by an SUTR would be reduced by at least this amount

if modifications were. made to maintain the low-pressure portion of the CYCS

letdown line. isolated following reset of containment isolation.

Typical processing options for this liquid radioactive waste

include: processing, for coolant and. boric acid recycle, and disposal as

liquid waste. Disposal as a liquid waste Is an upper bounds to the cleanup

costs. An estimate of the cost for commercial disposal of a volume and type

similar to that: In containment following the Ginna event has been provided

by a commercial waste disposal firm. This cost is on the order of S20-30K

(7).

The plant worker population dose from the Ginna SGTR event was

estimated to be 04 person-rem (5). Cleanup activities only account for a

portion of this total dose, therefore, occupational exposure savings of less
than 0.5 person-rem per S&TR event would be anticipated as a result of

implementing the proposed action.

The pressurizer relief tank is protected against overpressure by a

rupture disk which will burst at a predetermined pressure and relieve tank
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pressure. rot restare the PRT1 to operation- the rupture disk must be -

replaced rn- additio-, t tsi likely thatthePRT wil lby hydrostatically
test& to verify proper- installationr of theznew, rupture disk. The proposed-
action- wilT TtkeTr- prevent overfillitng the Pir and bursting' the rupture disk
fatTloWng arrSMR5. ThemetlT be cost savings associ ated Atir not having- to-
repTac the ruptur disk,. Th1 woult be a. relatively minor cost savings. in
comparisa ta the cost of imp lementingt the proposed; actionm As explained
abave,. oczupati ontet exposure say i nrgs of Tess; tTan- 0.3 persorr-rem- per S&TT
event wouT± be- anticipated:.

tmoact

These costs are highly dependent on the design standards (3.g.,
Ctass 1E or Nonclass 1E) of the existing control circuits and the nature of
any new interface with the cr actuation system (eg., Class l£-to-Class 1E,
or CMass 1E-to-Nonclass 1E). Items of cost associated with implementing the
proposed action will vary from plant to plant, but may include some or all
of the following:

1. Engineering and design

2. Replacement of Nonclass IE CYCS valve operators and control
cirrutts with Class 1E valve operators and control circuits.

- Relocation of cantrol circuits in Class 10 cabinets
- Rerouting control cables
- Interfacting with Class l£ power supplies

Recurring costs for upgraded valve testing and QA

3. Modifications of existing valve control circuit to
incorporate a revised interface with the CI system.

There is considerable variety in the details of CVCS valve con-
trols and containment isolation system features. Some plants may require,
major modifications while others may already have acceptable systems. Cost
and design impacts are therefore not presently quantifiable with any rea-
sonable precision.
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Ar example CVCS is showr Irr Figure 1Z.-2.. The Tetdown- Ifnee valying-

in thir flgure is basically- the same showrr 1n Figurt I2-L for the Sinna
rTant. Relevant valve controT circuit;. or the &YCS Ir Figure 12-2 appear

trrFigges Z.3 tZ-: t7 IZ-F (6). Note rn- these figures-that the Cl system

fnterfaces~ withr isaToattir v&Tves- inside and- outside containment and that the

tetdowir tfne safety valve is betweenr the two: Isol ation valves_& As: Tong as a:

Ctgsnar fs present: eCg., not: reset), the isolatloir valves: i 1t not opef

autmattca;Ty.. These vaTve contraT circuits may serve as a usefult point of

compari sor wI tUr other- CYCS: l etdownr val ve contro 1 conf i gurati ons i n the

field.. Based. on' systems similar ts that shown in Figure 12-2, an estimate

of $200,000 per modification is made.

12.3.2 Public Risk

No significant value or impact on the public.

12.3.3 Implementation Plan

The Implementation schedule poses no adverse impacts on the

uti Ity's ability to comply with the specified time.

1Z.3.4 Alternatives

The following alternative actions are presented for consideration:

Oivide the containment isolation function among a number of isola-

tion subsystems, each of which controls the valves in a relatively small

number of systems and each of which has its own individual reset capacity

(e.g., reset of CI group A does not affect groups B, C, ... ). BWRs typical-

ly have a relatively large number of isolation groups. With this design

feature, the containment isolation signal for selected groups of valves or

systems can be reset, allowing these systems to be restored to operation

while other systems are not reset and are maintained in an Isolated status

(e.g., the CYCS). This alternative may require a complete redesign of the

automatic actuation logic which supports the containment isolation function.

Modify the control circuit for the letdown line Isolation valve

outside containment (Valve 4, see Figures 12-1 and 12-4) so it is equivalent
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Figure 12-5 Control Circuit ,for Letdown Isolation Valve
Outside Contairment (Valve #4)
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tc the control circuit fb?- the orifice isolation valves (VaTves. 3A,. 38 and

3C, see Figures IZ--L and: IZ-3)_. ottr wouTd receive a containment Isolation-
spgnal and wouldD close wherr required.. Fo1low-ingCt reset, bottr could. open

autwtaticalty whenr pressuriter tevet is restored,. and-mormal letdown flow-

wou.T& resumwe The Tow-pressure: portioff af the CVCS should not be-

Tpressurzed_.

Ad& pressureiswitches downstreamr of the I etdowrr orifices and

Interfacm these s*itches witth the control circuits for the ori fice isolation

vYIvess (Valves 3A, 36 and 3C, see Figures 1Z-L and 12-3) so that these

valves will close automatically when letdown- line pressure exceeds a speci-

fied setpoint (e.g., less than letdown line safety valve setpoint). The

control circuit should be further modified to require a manual reset fol-

lowing a valve closure on high downstream pressure to preclude cycling of

the isolation valves (e.g., open/closed/open...).

Revise operating procedures to require that the orifice isolation valve

controls be placed In the closed position before resetting C1. This action

by the operator would prevent the orifice isolation valves from reopening

when CI is reset_.
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SECIOK V. ECONOMEC BENEF I S OF REQUIREMEM' IN COMB INATION

The purpose of this: sectionr is: to examim the- economic benefits, of

varfous combznations of the preventive-type requfrementL. This is

appropriate since it is: intended: that &lT or- several of the requirements be

itrTemented and because the value aF several' requirements irr combinatiwor Is

rmt. readttT apparent from: anaTyses orf the Incdi vi1duaT requ-frements as

descrfbed: fir Sectf air Mt Thrfs fs: because the abhsolute. perf orurance" of a

requirement sr not independent of others with- whictr it may be operating,

ever- thougtr the relative performance may be independent, or nearly so.

All of the economic benefits of interest here are in the nature of

avoided costs associated with reductions In the frequencies of leaks and

ruptures and in the rate of plugging tubes. Baseline frequencies were

provided in Section II.2 and frequency and plugging rate "reduction

factors were estimated. in the Individual analyses of Section IV. The

reduction factors are particularly useful for analyzirg combinations of

requirements.in those cases where the benefits are directly proportional to

the change in frequency or plugging rate. To illustrate, let r be a reduc-

tion factor, whictr is defined by fnew £ r fbaseline' where fnew and

fbaseline are respectively event frequencies after and before implementation

of a requirement. The. change in frequency Is fbaseline - fnew a fbaseline

(L-r) a f. If C is the cost per event (e g., a leak), the avoided cost or

benefit is (Wf)C (Cf/base1ine) - fbaseline C £ (l-r)fbaseline C

tf two requirements are implemented with frequency reduction

factors ri and r2, the. new frequency is fnew * rlr2fbaseline! This follows

from the definition of the reduction factor, but it implies an assumption

that the requirements operate independently, i.e., the reduction factors are

multiplicative and independent. This assumption, which greatly facilitates

the analysis, is taken to be. acceptable in the sense that most exceptions to

it would be masked by the uncertainties, which are relatively large. We do

acknowledge one specific exception, namely that the effectiveness of

improved ECT techniques is likely to be sensitive to the state of secondary

water chemistry in a plant. We accommodate this exception by using a range

for the estimated frequency reduction factor for improved ECT; this range

thus reflects plant-to-plant variations rather than uncertainty, which

generally is not displayed explicitly.
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WAittk ta requirementsi,. the relative change inr frequency becomes
4 /fbas&Tine. -1r2; this caaw obviously be general ized to more requirements
s 14on; as the assumption of independenc& ls not too. seYerely violated.
ATscr.. tube pluggon; rates car be treated; in an anaTogous manner,.

rM practl cw,. the prolTem: is considerably more complicated because
it: i necessarr t£ keep tract of the Individual' degradati ow mode- frequenci es
and tm combfne thenr acrding; to whfcir requirements operate onr whicr modes.
Neverthesssr, fIt is conceptuatTyf identica. to the simple illustration
described above.

rT facilitate the presentation of results, we represent the
preventive requirements by the letters- A, 3, C, 0, E and .F as follows:

A Loose Parts QA (L?-QA)
a Loose Parts Monitor System (LPMS)
C Secondary Water Chemistry Program,

including Condenser ISI (SWCP)

O Steaz generator tube - Inservice inspection (SG-ISI)
E Improved ECr (Imp. ECT)
F Upper inspection ports (UIP)

The notation ABC denotes the situation in which A, 8, and C are
all three in effect. AS/C refers to the effect of implementing A and 3,
given that C has already been implemented; it is referred to as the marginal
effect of A and 3, given C. Generalizations such as A3/CD have their
obvious meaning. Also, letting b(A) denote the benefit, or avoided cost,
associated with A, we can show

b(Al3) -b(AS) - b(3)

which is useful for computing marginal benefits.

For forced outages due to leaks and ruptures, the relative changes
In frequency are displayed, for each of the PWR vendors and for the entire
PWR population. for the individual requirements (for easy reference) and for
a selected set of requirement combinations In Table V.1. For any given
combination, the variation among vendors arises from the fact that shutdowns
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rabtle V.1

C~b4 nations
of

Requtremantz

k (WrP)

B. (ULMS)

C (SWCP')

0 (SG-ISI)

E (Imp. ECT)

F (UIP)

ReTative- Reduction irn Outgge Frequency sad Annual Cost
by Selected Comb1nationT of ReqUlrementst

NMSSS Vendor

WestinghouseConbustionf Engr. Babcock &LWilcox All PWRs

24;.0X 13%

16r. 4-.9t 3.1X. 8.2%

41% 46% 17X 32%

18% . 20% 20% 18%

0-23X 0-25X 0-25% 0-23%

0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%

ABCDEF

ABDEF/C

ABC

AE/C

AS

8/A

ACDE

64% - 72X

23% - 31%X

46%

57.1%

22%

1.6%

63% - 71%

60% - 70%

14% - 24%

46%

6.8X

0.5%

60X - 70%

36% - 52%

18% - 35X

17%

4.3%

0.3%

36% - 52%

53% - 64%

21X - 32X

40%

7.6%

14%

1.2%

52% - 64%

Baseline
Outage
Frequency
(Rx-yr)-. 0.165

*1ncluding Condenser ISI.

0.071 0.455 0.188
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'i the different types: a prtants haver beer attributed tv different degrada-
tIon mode distributionsm and because th& req irements d& not affect all modes
equally.. The industry-wide averages (all PXdRs) ar dom1nated by Westing-
house ;rants but the- others have a; signifi cance Inft ence.

Fooisi~n amr the industry-wide averages,, these results. suggest that
alr the requirements togetfher(ABOM wouTd; reduce shuttdowr frequency by
aboult t3* -64: (stgniftcantTy- more lr 'Westinghouse plants). Additiorr of
the i ndivI dual reductions wutld. suggest a total of about 711 - 94%, whfch is
about 0%. too higir.. Since the effects of the; requirements are not additive,
it is necessary to examine the marginal effects to determine the relative
importance of different requirements.

The secondary water chemistry program (SWCP), here denoted by C
and taken to include the condenser ISI program, provides the greatest
reduction in shutdown frequency of any single requirement, about 32%. All
of the other requirements together (ABDEF/C) contribute an additional 21% -
32%, i.e., up to about half the total for all requirements.

The three preventive requirements, ABC, as opposed to preventive-
diagnostic, requirements, DEF, would yield an industry-wide reduction In
steam generator-related shutdown frequency of about 40%. Again, C is the
major contributor to this, with A8/C. contributing only about 3%. Carrying
this a step further, AB provides about 14% reduction with 3/A contributing
only about 1% of this. This Is welt within the range of uncertainty and is
therefore hardly significant. Moreover as indicated in Section IV, the
marginal cost of 3/A is probably large enough to make the net marginal
benefit of 3/A negative. From this point of view, the requirement A should
be preferable to the combination AS.

From the entries in Table V.1, Upper Inspection Ports (F) do not
appear to offer hope of much benefit, alone or in combination. Omitting F
and 3, the remaining requirements ACDE might lead to a frequency reduction
by 52% - 64%. For all practical purposes, this is indistinguishable from
the potential reduction of all six of the requirements.

Since avoided costs of outages are proportional to the reductions
in frequency, the reductions in Table V.1 apply also to these costs. The
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actual value: (in dollars) of the avoided. costs areualsa proportional to thie-

haserine frequencies, which- diff er- among- vendors. For references the

baseline. frequencies-, frvi Sectiam l-It.4; arm incjuded, lir Table V.1.

rabTe t.Z provides the expected: reductions -in- tube rupture and:

tube tTuggnTg rate for the same combinations of requirements included in- the:

earlfer-tabTe far- forced outagesz. Witt- regard to tube ruptures' since there

have been- none for- CE or- S& reactors-, the- reducti on factors are derived.

exciTusiverTy frocrWestinghouse- plant data (4. tube- ruptures!). We also use

the- factors for- industry-wide averages by adjusting- the baseline frequency

to the- total number of years of reactor operation for all types of PWRs.

These frequencies are provided in footnotes to the table. Application of

these factors to CE or S&W reactors alone would be entirely speculative.

The contributions of ruptures to forced shutdowns have already

been included in the shutdown frequencies discussed earlier. The rupture

frequencies themselves are of interest as accident Initiator frequencies

and, from an economic viewpoint, determine the expected values of the cost

of accident decontamination and cleanup. Although these costs are expected

to be negligible compared to other economic values- and impacts, the

reduction factors are of some intrinsic interest from the perspective of

public risk, to which they also apply.

It is obvious from- the table that, with respect to tube ruptures,

requirements A and 8 are much more important relative to C than they were in

the case of forced outages. This Is directly attributable to the fact that

2. of the 4 historical tube ruptures have been caused by loose parts, the

target of requirements A and B. However, the marginal benefit of 8/A is

again quite small, about 4% of the total of 49% for A and B together. It

may also be of interest that the value of AS alone is Identical to the

marginal value of AS given C. This is so because the degradation modes

affected by AS are mutually exclusive of those affected by C.

Again, it may be noted that the combination ACDE has virtually the

same value as the complete set ABCOEF.

As indicated in the table, the preventive-diagnostic requirements

0, E and F are assumed to have no effect on plugging rates. In principle,
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rabTe V.Z ertative Reductfons in Rupture Frequency and
Kax1ng Rate by CaSinations of Requirements

Cbmbinati ons
of

Reqw1reents

% eduction Irr
2ruptuzre Frequency

(Westinghouse and All PWRs)*

s Reductiof i
Plugging Rats
(Al l PWRs)**

A (L?-QA)

3 (LPMS)

C (SWCP*)

0 (SG-ISI)

: (Imp ECT)

F (UIP)

45%

35%.

23% 70%

5% .1.A.

O - 13% L.A.

N.A.

ABCDEF 74% - 80% 70%

ABOEF/C 51% - 57%

ABC

AB/C

A8

72%

49%

49%

4%

73% - 79%

70%

B/A

ACDE 70%

*Including Condenser IS! program.
**Baseline frequencies: Westinghouse 0.022/Rx-yr; All PWRs 0.013/Rx-yr.
***Baseline Plugging Rates: Median 0.5* per year; Severe 2.0% per year.
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IL and C couldL aJT affect plugging rates,, but the historical data: suggest

thatA and: 1 would: not simpTy because no Ube pluggings. htave been- attributed

to: Toose parts. Thus,. the Secondary Water Chemistry, Frogram: (C). including

theF Condenser S prgra Ts the. ly requirement affecting the plugging

rate. Tlifs. memms tttat C fs tire onTr requirement with- a significant

pteti T- for extanding; steamr aenerator t ifetime- t has been- estimateli

that & chemfstrr programc woutd: reduce the pTugging: rate by about 70%. This

Is etear-Ty t major reductioar but appears to. be reasonabl e, at I east for

pXants ti the "severes category as discussed irr Section rV.S There is

considerable uncertainty in- this reduction factor, of course, especially in

operating plants where degradation- trends might not be reversible.

The avoided costs of interest include those associated with forced

outages, which are proportional to the reduction in forced shutdown

frequency; accident cleanup, which are proportional to the reduction in

rupture frequency; tube plugging, which are proportional to the reduction in

tube plugging rate; steam generator replacement, which are functions of the

reduction in tube plugging rate.

Forced. outage costs are due mainly to replacement power costs. A

range of costs is used in this section to reflect the variation with 
outage

duration, which varies from Z-14 days for leaks to 30-90 days for ruptures.

In all cases, the exected values of accident cleanup costs are negligible

because the probabilities of accidents are very small. Avoided tube

plugging costs are based on a plugging cost per tube ($1600) and are assumed

to be incurred every year except for the first two years of steam generator

life. The tube plugging and steam generator replacement model used here is

similar to that described in Section U11.2, except that no derating is

tolerated and replacement occurs when 20% of the tubes have been plugged.

For the Individual requirements and for the combinations under

examination, a summary of the total avoided costs are presented 
in Table

V.3. These benefits are stated on an annual basis and in Present Worth

terms for the cumulative benefits over the remaining plant life; the latter

are shown for two cases, when the Opresent* Is at the 6th year of plant life

and when it is at the beginning of plant life (SOL). The benefits are

always shown as a range of values which includes a component associated with

the variation in outage durations for leaks and ruptures. For those
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Table VY3 Summary of Avoided Costs - Industry-WIde RangS Per Ploot

A

a

C

Reguirements

(LP-QA)

(LPHS)

(SICP) (median)
sCond ISI Severe)

Isevere)

(SG - [SI)

(Imp. ECT)

(UIP)

Avolde4 Annual Cost

($103)

S4 - 284

35 - 187

156 - 746
320- 15004) (24 yrs)
8400- 900 (30 yrs)

79 - 414

0 - 521

0.4 - 2.3

Present Worth of Avf1ded Ciu01atiyo Lost

At 6th yr of 1fo A o
($106) ($104)

1.4 - 54,4 V .0
0.7 - 4t otq -44

3.1 - 14.0 3,6 - 17.3
5 - 135SQ "14

.I

iI
I
I
II

I
c

0w

E

E

I

1,6

0

0.008

8,

l0.?

4to
0

-

ABCOEF Median
Severe
Severe

A8DEF/C

AUC Median
Severe
Severe

286
3500
8600

91

277
3400
8600

33

59

5.2

2U2
3500
8600

1500
17000 (24 yrs)
9300 (30 yrs)

72U

957
15000 (24 yrs)
9300 (30 yrs)

173

312

27.3

1503
15700 (24 yrs)
9900 (30 yrs)

10 - 50
57 - 270

- 59
IB7 . 90S

1.8

8.0
54

14.2

23.0
242

,,24 -

9..

16.9
27.Q
171

(,

AU/C

AU

U/A

ACDE Median)
Severe)
Severe)

0.6 - 3.4

1.2

0.10

5.5
56

6.l

0.53

29.3
252

0.8

1.4

0.12

* 6.4
153

4.0
7.2

0.63

34.0
)76
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combmnatfons including: requirement E, awr additionat: Increment is. included tio

rafTect the! assumed. range! fir values of the. frequency reducti oir factor for
inproved ECT, trn general,, the iidd.te of the range wouild be a. reasonable

ctoi ce for- reta Stic pi e vYl ue- As discussed. I ter, air addi ti onal
increment Is: Thcrude. Inr the avoided cast of steaur-generator replacement for

the 2M year remaining; tife case..

The ranges In benefits: generaTly reflect variations fronm plant to:

pTant.. The ranges: ar, so broad. ttrat any uncertal nty I a characteri zi ng a

particular plant, although- Targe, would probably be masked.

For all cases. except those labeled "severe,* the benefits are
dominated by the avoided costs associated with forced outages. In these

cases, steam generators would not need replacement or the replacement would

not be avoided or delayed because of the particular set of requirements.

The relative benefits. of these requirement combinations would be basically

the same as for the forced shutdown frequency reductions discussed earlier.

For the set of requirements ACOE, annual benefits could range up to about
S1.S million per plant. The corresponding present worth of cumulative

benefits would be about 530-34 miIi on for a young or a new plant.

For the cases labeled *severe,* all of which include requirement

C,. the tube ptugging rate is taken to be- 2% per year. With the simple

replacement. model at hand, the steam generators would be replaced after the

12th year of plant life (either 6 or 12 years from the 'present'). The

dominant benefits by far are associated with avoiding or delaying steam

generator replacement For plants at the beginning of life, a reduction of

the plugging rate by the estimated 70% would extend the steam generator life

to beyond the plant life. The benefit would be in avoiding steam generator

replacement 12 years hence, about 5146 million in present worth terms. If a

plant were in its sixth year, the present model would predict an extension

of steam generator life by 20 years, to about the 26th year of plant life.

The savings brought about by the delay would be about $47 million in present

worth. It might be argued, however, that a plant would not replace steam

generators with only four years remaining of plant life. If the replacement
were not made, the avoided cost of replacement 6 years hence would be about

$220 million in present worth. The total benefit would be this amount less

the present worth value of replacement power purchased in the last years of
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pTant tife. Because of the variability of this .situation, we have
represented; the benefits by the range S47-S220: mi10i nm

It ta ght aTsm be argued: that the present model .: s not real i sti c
because &- 1 ant Irr its sixtryear w1i thr tubes bei ns; pIugged at 2X: per year
couT& be ir anr trrveersibte degradatiow trend-. RepTacemuent of the
generators uighthe tnettltablaaboutxyears or so hence_. However, if no
actioar at alT were takenr, a second: replacement wou.ld likely be needed about
Ur years. Tater (rauctr earli erifor plants *itht plugging rates up to 4%). If
the chemistry program were Implemented, it seems quite likely that at least
one steaat generator replacement. could be avoided at some point in the
plants remalningclife. The present worth value would be somewhat sensitive
to the time of the avoidance, but it would be on the order of several StO0
million, provided the 70% reduction in plugging rate can be achieved. If
the reduction amounts to only 50% in a plant with 2% plugging, the benefits
associated with delayed replacement would be on the order of several S10
milion in present worth at beginning of life. This would be true of plants
with plugging rates above about 2.5% even with the 70% reduction factor.

Finally, a summary of avoided costs for the set of requir-ments
ACDE is shown for the three PWR vendors in Table VA.
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Table V-4 Summary of Avoide4 Cost for Requirement Combinatliqn ACPf*

Vendor

Westinghouse (Median)
(Severe)

Combustion Engineering

Babcock & Wilcox

All PWRs Median)
(Severe)

Avoided Annual Cost

294 - 1474
3500 - 15600
(24 years)

8600 - 9800
(30 years)

153 - 466

428 - 2005

282 - 1503
3500 - 15700
(24 years)

8600 - 9900
(30 year)

Present Worth of Avoided Cumuletlye Cost

At 6th yr of ife At -

($109

6 - 29 7 -. 34.
56 - 252 15 $ 14i (

I

0-

3 - 9

8 - 39

6 - 29
56 - 252

i - 4

IQ~ r 103
6 - 35

sx6 - lei i.

*ACDE: Loose Parts QA, Secondary Water Chemistry Program, Including condenmer ISI T h. ?.I..
Improved ECT.
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SECTION Vt.. CONCLUSIONS ANa OBSRVATIONS

This sectiorr callattes: the coctlusions readhed in- eac& of the

fndividuaX requirement vtlue-impact assessments- in.Sectlon IV with the

conclusons- arlsing; from. th marginal analysis: of Sectionr V. AdditionalTy,

savera.l observtilons: co-ncerningp the velue.-impact analysi: process-, the

wrftiMn oe requ1freenntts;. and- other- study-reTated topics which- were deemed

important are discussed.

.S SUWARY' OF CONCLUSTONS

Table VI-I presents a summary of the quantified values and impacts

on public risk, costs, and occupational exposures as exerpted from the

individual requirements value-impact analyses. Table VI-a presents a

summary of the occupational exposures and compares the annual dose rates to

the average occupational exposure at a PWR. Note that the other five

requirements dealt with specification limits and plant system studies which

had very small values and/or impacts relative to the seven "preventativeu

requirements listed on Table VI-L

1.0.1 "Effectiveness*

The above division, or initial ranking, into two groups allowed

the marginal analysis to focus on the seven requirements with the greatest

value-impact numbers. Table VY-3 presents the percentage reduction in

outage frequency for six of these seven requirements. The stabilization of

tubes was omitted since It was study oriented. Using these percentages as

an Reffectivenessa ranking yields the following order, from most to least

Ieff ecti ve.

O Secondary water chemistry program, including condenser inservice

inspection.

O Steam generator Inservice inspection

o Loose parts quality assurance program
o Improved eddy current testing
o Loose parts monitoring system
o Upper inspection port.
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TabTe Vt-t. Cumulative Occupational Exposure Per
PWR Llfet-me (man-rem).

rmplementati oa

SwCo

LP.QR- and Sec~ndary
mL

27547F

Avoided :

1000-7500

8a -t45F

50-200

0-140

1140-8005
-590s*

Net

1000-7500

(585)-(110)

(275) -120

0-140

140-7600
-H500*

tsr 60-325

ECT O_

Total 335-1000

o Annual Rate as a. 3X-8X% 9-65 14-63X
Percentage of 445
1979 Average PWR
Occupational Exposure

o Percentage 2X-5X 6%-43% 1%-42%
wittr Marginal -32%* -33X*
Interactions Among
Requirements

* Without Steam Generator Replacement
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rabl e Vr-T. Ral atfve Reduction r n Outage Frequency
2Effactivenesse) by Selected Combinations

of Requ1 rements_

MSSS Yendo- -'

rndivf duat

A- (L-QA)

3 (LPMS)

C (SWCP*)

D (SG-lSI)

E (Imp. ECT)

F (UtP)

Combinations of
Requirements

ABCDEF

A8C

AC

Westinghouse Combustlir Enqr. 3abcock & Wilcox All PWRs

2M 6.3X% 4.0% 13X

16% 4.9X% 3.1% 8.2X

411 46% 17X 32X

18X 20% 20% 181

0-23% 0-25% 0-25% 0-23X

0.2% 0.11 0.11 0.11

64% - 721

46%

221

631 - 71X

60% - 701

46%

6.8%

60% - 70M

36% - 52%

17Z

4.3%

36% - 52X

53X - 64%

40%

14X

52% - 64w

* Including Condenser ISI.
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Nmte that i rable: Vt-I under- the comb-inati ons of requirements

parttarr that the Tast two. requirements: have very little Impact when

implemented. v1ttr the first four. This redginal analysii Indicates that LPMS

and: UtF yetld. practicLTty- no: reductio in- probabil Iy of outages If the
other- four- requirements: are mplteemented.

It is &Ts= see-r im rbtesz Yr-L and: Vl-3 that the. secondary water

ctreimtst program. has bctW the greatest net val ues- (costs. and radi ati on-

exosLre, ptus:: pub-tic rfslc reduction) and. the highest percentage
"effectiveness-.

l.O.Z Public Risk

The network risk analysis of Section III.5 indicates that the

public risk consequence due to S&TR as the source event are minimal before
any requirement is implemented. The consequence probabilities from SGTR

were: melt-down, 10-7; major radiation release, 10-7; and minor radiation

release, 10-3.

As an 'a priori' result, the reduction in public risk was not
significant for any of the requirements. This lack of public risk for SGTR
events is particularly important for those requirements whose principal
justification for drafting was safety or risk reduction related. The five

requirements primarily concerned with a safety or risk justification are:

o Primary to secondary leakage limits
o Coolant iodine activity limits
o Reactor coolant system pressure
o Safety injection signal reset
o Containment isolation and reset.

All of these five requirements were found to have very marginal values or

that the impacts outweighed the values. As discussed above, this was
expected since little risk reduction value was able to be attached simply

because of the low risk at present.
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I.0. rndfvidual Requirement Assessment Sunmaries

Eactr of the twelve requirements is addressed below;, i terms of its
'bottom-line varlue-impact assessment. Also: incTuded. are significant facts,
features, anct comments arl stng: fror- the as.sessment. The requ1 rements are
&.sI presented: inr ranked. order frc- greatest. value ta Teast

Secondary Water- Chemistry-Program: Tha values greatTy-exceed its
impac=-

a The cost benefilts are mucltr greatar thar the cost impacti e.., for
the average unit_ SL3 million versus S40 million.

o The avoided occupational dose is very significant; the average
unit avoids 40 man-rem per year.

O Marginal benefit is very good; SWCP benefit is equal to that of
all other requirements combined.

o Wide unit-to-unit variability in extent of value.

Prevention and Detection of Loose Parts: Excellent values relative to
impacts for the quality-assurance and visual inspection portion; negative
marginal value-impact for Installation of the loose parts monitoring systam.

O qA and inspection have expected benefIts more than 10 times the
Implementation cost.

o QA and inspection may have a larger occupational dose to implement
than expected dose savings.

O Installation of LPMS for monitoring only secondary side has a
negative marginal cost benefit, but does reduce occupational
exposure.

o Use of an existing primary side LPMS that can easily accomodate
use on the secondary side has approximately the same net benefit
as QA and inspection, plus occupational exposure is reduced (34
PWRs have primary side LPMS).
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Steanr Generator- Tnserv-ice tnsvecton: Excelent values relative to

impacts..

c F4.1T Tenotfr inspectfow shows: positive value-impact with- only t IX-

assumed reduc* oir future forced. outages; the estimated force¢

outage reductionr factor is & few percent, perhaps as higtr as 10%.

o Monitorinj the amount of denting and. establishing denting limits

has a more modest, but still favorable, value-impact.

O Going tr the. 48 month maximum between tSI may require 5X of SG

population to be Inspected before reaching full period;

requirement should consider allowing inspection at next refueling.

Imoroved Eddy Current technicues: Values significantly exceed Impacts.

c Net benefits good even for only a 2X reduction in forced shutdown

for-repair of leakage; up to a 20% reduction is expected.

O Improved ECT of plants identified as having 'severe* SG

degradation would detect more of the existing incipient flaws in

the SG; timely implementation will have immediate benefits.

O There are no occupational dose impacts to implement but a few man-

rem per year are avoided for an 'average plant.

Condenser Inservice Inspection Proqram: Values inherent in secondary

water chemistry requirement.

O A majority of SWC-related degradation sources originate In the

condenser.

o No effective SWCP is possible without CISI and, thus, the CtSIP

should be explicitly or Implicitly included in the SWCP.

O CISI testing costs are small; S5-25K depending on type and extent

of test.
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of test.

Upper tnspection Ports: tmpacts exceel th& values.

M rastalratlor of UEP tir am exi sti ng S& I s 30 4-4 liies the cost of
one instaTTed, iir a- SM bafng fabricated,* plus having. a IC0 man-rem
dose . .

M Lifle-fme probabLtity of Ut7 preventing forced outage or SGTR is
neTigit1le..

O. Alternatives to- UIP diagnostics- are or will be available (fiber
optics-, improved ECT).

Stabilization and Monitoring of Plugged Tubes: Very small impact with
no values for the study; large values and impacts if implementation occurs.

O The study required has a small cost, no values and requires
further NRC actions.

o Estimated cost impacts and benefits are in the millions of dollars
for implementing the study, with high occupational exposures.

Primary to Secondary Leakage Limits: Values exceed impacts, but both
small.

o Plants presently operating without this STS and above its li.mits
would experience a S.1M benef it and a 20 man-rem benefit due to
avoided SGT;s.

o Reduction of public risk is negligible.

Coolant Iodine Activity Limits: Values do not exceed impacts, but
impacts are small.

O Potential for large Impact exists If plant is above new limits
when this requirement is implemented; impact would be similar to
an unscheduled refueling. Units to be affected were surveyed and
are within limits presently.
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o Reductfion in pub.lic risk is negliglb.le_

Reactor- oarl ant Systear Pressure- Controt: Smhalli 1mpact exceeds value.

cr YVTue of pubTic risit reducti oa is negl1giblee.

m SiamTT mpirementatiorr costs. and no doses associated with this

study,.

a RCS pressure control could have values (undetermined) for non-SGTR
initiated accidents.

Safety Injection Signal Reset: small impacts outweigh no quantifiable

values.

o Negligible reduction in public risk..

O Small implementation costs with negligible ORE.

O Possible benefits: in other than SGTR accidents (undetermined).

Containment Tsolation and Reset: Small impacts greater than small

values.

o Expected reduction in clean-up costs less than implementation

0

0

costs.

No effect on public risk.

Insignificant ORE saving achieved.

Potentially beneficial side effects for other accident sequences

(undetermined).
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I

2;I OBSERVATTONS:

Thir, subsection presents ITessinss learnedm and. other study-related
comments and. observations.-

Z0.L Kequirrment Defi nitions-

Foux- types of actions appear- ta have been proposed_ These are
lIsted. below Inf order' of their effectiveness irr producing benefits':

O preventive actions,
o diagnostic/preventive actions,
o mitigative actions, and
o study-type actions.

The ordering above Is intuitive, but the ordering has really been
corroborated by this value-impact study. A 'preventive" action is one such
as improved secondary water chemistry program whose implementation has
direct potential for producing benefit. 'Di agnostic/preventative, actions
are those suchr as improved ECT or ISr where benefits are contingent upon

valid. diagnosis of an Incipient flaw and an appropriate Ofix' of the

diagnosed probler.

"Mitigative' actions, such as Cl or SI resets, only lessen the

effects of accidents once they occur, and severe accidents resulting from

steam generator problems are sufficiently rare that the benefits of

mitigation are small. Furthermore, as preventive actions become more
effective, the benefits of mitigative actions are even further lessened

(see Section V). 'Study" type actions are the least beneficial because any
benefits are dependent on the following three conditions:

o There Is a 'discoverable' beneficial program to which the study
can lead;

o The study leads to such a beneficial program in a valid manner;
and

o The beneficial program is successfully implemented.
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Arr increase in- knowledge is; highly probabl' witit any study, but it:
has nc benefit If it: Is not utilIzed.. The I1keT1hocd of initiating a. val1id.
study whicr Teads to ar appropriataly implemented- beneficial prograor appears
smll_

ZL.Z Specific Observattons

The falTowing: speciffc observations: wert made as a result cf the
vatue&-impact an&Tysis.

O The requirement an iodine limits has a "catch-ZZ" in the analysis
of Its value-impact While it has negligible value for safety and
public risk reduction, it is being required because of 10 *?R 00.

o Performing plant specific analysis to determine the limiting
number of tubes for a plant and to drive a statistically based
sampling plan probably is uneconomical, but such a requirement
-allows licenses flexibility.

o Secondary water chemistry has the largest potential for plants
*ith chemistry related degradation. QA and secondary side
inspection, improved ECT techniques and IS requirements have
benefits for all plants, Including plants without much
degradation.

O Prompt requirement, or adoption, of improved ECT methods by plants
with greater than .7%. annual tube plugging rates would increase
the probability of detecting incipient flaws.

o Tube stabilization is a study requirement. Implementation of the
study results would likely involve impacts and benefits estimated
to be in the tens of millions dollars range. The approach of
requiring each utility to perform the study may not be the
preferred approach. An alternative is to require each NSSS
vendor, or some other second party, to research the problem of
tube degradation mechanisms and tube stabilizaticn and monitoring.
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Requ1rements- of a ffitigative nature generally have: small impacts
and: benefits (where they can- b quantified). Some of them, (eg.,
St reset, and. containment isoatiaon) #ave potentilally beneficial

side effe-ts: (make the p.lant safer1 'K w.Ittr other accidents, etc.-)
that may- increase the vaTue of the requirement.

¢ tf a*T the requlrements were impTemented: the occupational
exposures to- imptement are estimated to be- a 4 - 1SX increase over

the average 1979 occupational exposure at a PWR. The estimated
avaided: doses: are 10 to 65- of the same.
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Appendix A.. Stean. Generator Event Data

This appendix presents datz on which most of the Tables in Sectiorl

tILZ areWbased but whlctrarenotneeded directTy i n-the analysis. All of

this atat was ccmp1tedL frw. NUREE-O885, supporting. tabl es.

rahTes K.I, AZ and AR.1 present,. respectively for Westi nghou se.,

Combustloir Engineering: and Babcock- and Wilcox pTants, the numbers of events

iff various leak and rupture categories, the total number and percentage of

tubes plugged and the number of operating years for individual plants. An

aggregate. summary of this data was presented In Table III.2-1. As noted in

the text, a rupture is defined to be an event in which the leak rate exceeds

the. capacity of the charging pumps at full system pressure.

Tables A.4, A.5 and A.6 present, respectively for Westinghouse,

Combustion Engineering and Babcock and Wilcox plants, the numbers of leak

and ruptures, by categories, attributed to various modes, of degradation. An

aggregate summary of this data was presented In Table I11.2-2.
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rabTe- A.L Nunmer of Steam Gentrator Events
fn- Westi nhous- Pl ants.

mIa- of Evnts (Last & Ruptures) Trbes
Opemnr P~Plugged

PlAnts YtVT ULI0 0ctru'3 0.3RuW, xuatwe Total MuL (1)

Yankeeaower 2Z; 11 Z 2 0 15 113 (1)
Sa nafiw 1 S 1 1 O 7 9U4(3.4)
HaddaM 3 1. 00 1 59 (0)

nmi-L 13 5 0 0 1 7 22 (34)
Robinson 2 12 0 3 4 0 7 IC4 (11)
Point each 1 12 5 4 1 1 12 318 (125)
Polnt ach3 11 0 0 2 0 2 117 (2)
Surry I 9 1 2 1 0 4 2375 (2S.4)
TurttYPoint 3 10 3 1 0 0 4 205 (21)
Surry2 0 1 2 1 I 2154 (21)
Insian Potnt2 3 3 0 1 0 4 4fl(&s1)
Trw-t Point 4 9 2 3 3 0 3 260 (24.3)
ZionI 3 I 0 0 0 1 23 (04)
Prarle sland 1 3 0 0 1 1 2 34 (1)

9 0 a 0 0 0 0
Zio 2 9 o 4 0 0 13 (0.2)
Prairie Island 2 3 0 0 2 0 2 61(2)
Cook L a a 0 0 0 21 (1)
Trojin 7 4 1 0 0 5 347 (2.5)
ndlan Polnt 3 a 2 1 0 3 331 (5.4)

3eaver YValey I 5 0 0 0 0 0
Sales1 5 0 0 0 0 53 (0.4)
Faley I 5 0 0 0 5 Z32 (2.3)
Morth Anna 5 1 0 0 0 1 234 (2.3)
Cook 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 53 (0.4)
NorUt Ann 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 32 (2.3)
Sequoyh I 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sale 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

.Icuirt 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 (°0.4)
arley 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 5(0.05)

Sequoyah2 10 0 0 0 0

Totals 240 s0 20 21 4 95
LU * aLak rita in gallons per 1mxIt
* Operating yurs through lifa of first sat of steam enertors
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atbte A.Z Nwrber- f Steam Generator Events.
tn- Combustiorr Engineering Plants.

Plauts

Palisades

Maine YVnee

Fort Calhoun

Calvert Cliffs I

Millstone 2

St. Luc1e 1

Calert Cliffs 2

Arkansas 2.

Totals

Operatlnr

U-.

t
a

I

6

S

4

61

mew of EvenftS (Ls& -uptres)

LKR4 q. 0 J4.RLI..? 0.3j4UUP Rupture

a 1 2 a

o a a a

a 0 0

I 0 0 0

4 1 0 0

1 0 a a

o 0 a 0

a a o a

t 2 2 0

Total

3

0

0

1

1*

0

a

Thbes
Pltuged
miw. (1)

3748 (22U

15 (I)

3 ('1)

5 ('I)

ISO (5)

130 ('1)0

S1 ('1:)

2Z ('1)

LU * Leak ate In gallons per minute
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Number of Steasr Generator Events
1rr Mabocic and; I ilcox Plants.

rafte A.3:

Plants

OCMWeel

Ocoae 2

Oconee 3

Arkansas I

Ra cPio Sec* I

Crystal River I

Dawis-esse 1

rotals

OWIZtIng
Yer?

3

3

S

S
S2

MIuer of lEyets (eks .Ruptures)

Ucr.1 O.X<0M.3 0.3qJPW Rupture

2 3 5 a

o 1 2 0

O 3 2 0

a 1 I a

O 0 1 0

a a 0 0

o a I 0

o 8 13 0

Total

3

3

S

2

1

21

rubes
Pluged
mum. (1)

313 (2)

30 (4)

10 (41)

13 (41)

is (41)

33 (CI)

27 (1)

U a Leak rate In allons We Sinutes
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a

rabCte A4- Number of Steanr Generator Leaks and Ruptures by

fegradatlon Mode ir Westinghouse Plants (180 Mature.

Years. z4a rotal Years of Reattor Operation)

Oegradatflon
Mode

Wastage

Cracking

IGA

P1tting/Fretting

Incorrect Plug Loc.

Tube Sheet Damage

Denting

Loose Parts

Fatigue

Erosion/Corrosion

Unknown

Totals

Number- of Events (Leaks and Ruptures)

MML OOLK4 Lo` O;.3LRCRUP RUPTURE

13 L a. L

27 7 6 1

8 2 0 0

1 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

O 1 .0 0

4- 8 1 0

O 0 0 2

O 0 0 0

O 0 0 0

11 5 5 0

64 25 13 4

TOTAL

15'

41

10

2

I

1.

13

2

0

0

21

106

LR a Leak rate in gallons per minute

A-S



raTe Ar.5 Number of Stear generator Leaks: and Ruptures by Degradation
Mode inr Cambusf ot Eagi neerlng Plants (4S Mature Years,

St total Years: of Reactor Operai on-)

DeTfadattorrl
Mode

Wastage

Cracking

IGA

P1tting/Fretting

Incorrect Plug Loc.

Tube Sheet Damage

Denting

Loose Parts

Fatigue

Erosion/Corrosion

Unknown

Totals

a

1

1

4

I.

1

4

Number of Events (Leaks andi Ruptures)

G.I LR .3 G.3<A<RuP RUPTURE

L 2 0

0 0 a

o 0 0.-

1 0 0

o 0 0

o 0 0

o a 0

o 0 0

o 0 0

o 0 0

o 0 0

2 2 0

TOTAL

3

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

1.

a

LR a Leak rate in gallons per Minute

A4



Table AX. Numbers of Steanr Generator Leaks: and: Ruptures: by Degradation-

Mode! 1w Rabcock- and Wilcox FTants: (38 Mature Years-,,

SZ ratat Years. of Reactor Operati on)

Degradattor
Mode-

Wastage

Cracki ng

IGA

Pitti ng/Fretting

Incorrect Plug Loc.

Tube Sheet Damage

Denting

Loose Parts

Fatigue.

Erosion/Corrosion

Unknown

Totals

Number of Events (Leaks.and Ruptures)

Lka-L Q.LR<. (Y.3±RcRUF RUPTURE

a a¢ Oa

CY 0 1 0

O 1 2 a

o 0 0 0

o 0 0 0

o a a 0

L0 0 0

o 0 0 0

4 7 7 0

O 0 2 0

O 0 1 0

5 8 13 0

TOTAL

a

1

3

0

0

0

1

0

is

2

26

Lk a Leak rate in gallons per minute
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APPENDIX F. RIX ASSESSMENT GIVEN A STEAM GENERATOR
TUBE RUPTURE EVENT IN- A- PWR

Dr order- to atd hr the development of vaTue-impact. studies for NRC

recuamendations dealing wittr stear generator tube ruptures (SGTR), the

folTowfng risk assessment was: conducted. on- a PWR similar to the Sequoyah

Nuclear Plant. Due to the-time and resource constraints of the study, the

results are preliminary and are Intended to provide some indication of areas

of concern rather than accurate detailed. analysis.

The data base for this study was drawn heavily from the WASH-

1400(l) data base and the newer IREP study. Note that the IREP data base

primarily used the WASH-1400 data. The data for systems and components were

input. into a.network model of SGTR response. Results were tabulated for

four different release categories and for two types of plants. Release

categories for this event were divided into two- types of core melt, a major

release and. a minor release. The two plant types were a plant which could

not respond to an AFW; failure-or an ATWS and a plant which had sufficient

makeup and blow-down- capability to handle the AFW failure with a feed and

bleed system and the ATWS with berated water injection.

Probabilities of the releases as well as public dose in man-REM

were determined for the different plants and release categories given that a

S&TR had occurred.. The results and methodology are presented in the

following text.

RESULTS SUMMARY
Based on the model developed for PWR response following a SGTR,

the probabilistic results for the four release categories and two plant

types are shown in Table 1. The first core melt category probability is

dominated by total loss of power and AFW failure. The second core melt

category is made up of a PORY LOCA and no response, and a PORV LOCA with RHR

recirculation failure. The major and minor releases deal with secondary

B-1



table L. Networt ProbabllisticResults

Ptant WIthr Na
Feefs & BTeed

Plant W1t .-

Feed-& BleedRelease

Care MeTt FalTow*nT S&TrT
Care Melt Follo~1n% PORY LOCA
Major Release

Minor Release

z.S x la-T

4.1 x la-a
4.1 x 104-

4.9 x
2.1 x

3.. x
4.1 x

Table 2. Estimated Public Dose (Man REM) From SGTR

Dose With No

Feed & BleedRelease

Core Melt Following SGTR
Core Melt Following PORV LOCA
Major Release

Minor Release

Total

40.5
.2

.2

.9

41.8

Dose With
Feed & Bleed

13.2
.2
.2

.9

14.5
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side UCAs. and- PORY LOCAs wittr contafirnent effects. Note that these proba-

briTities are conditional or the SGTR. initiating. event and do- not include the

S&TR event likelihoodt.
rab.Te Z shows; the estimated. pubitm dose; frGor each o the

cat es: efgted be tte TIke.Tihood. of the reTeasa giveir a: SGT The

first core meTt category was assumed t be simi Tar to & WASH-140( PWR

category 4~ mreleas. The secondr core melt category is modTeed. like a: PWR`

category E relTease- The ma.or- and- minor- release groupingss am 1/10 and

111/W of the release. expected frw a. PWI category 7 core melt_ Not& that

the first core melt category dominates the results followed by the minor

release category. Also note that there is only a factor of between Z to 3

difference between the two plant types. Thus for a SGTR, it appears that

feed and bleed capability does not greatly decrease overall risk. These

results are conditional on the SGTR initiating event as stated earlier.

Thus the expected man-REM would have to be multiplied by the probability

associated with the SGTR event, about 0.01-0.02.

0BJECTIVE
The objective of this task is to evaluate the risk to the public

given a. steam generator tube rupture event. The estimate of risk is

intended to be a best estimate and no sensitivity studies or

uncertainty analyses are intended for this effort. Results of other

studies will be used where possible to reduce the size of this task. The

risk result can be used in other tasks to show the risk reduction benefits

of some of the recommendations. The arajor part of the work is associated

with defining the probability of different release categories following a

steam generator tube rupture. A second effort is designed to relate

these release categories to public dose. At the end of these two subtasks,

the results of each will be combined to give an estimate of the risk given

this event.

METHODOLOGY
In order to define the probability of different releases following



a steaur generator tube: rupture., it is necessary to evaluate: system and
operator responses to: the event. Et was, felt initiall? that event tree
methodology as used: 1w previous risk analyses would be applicable to this
effort. However;. afteprellimfnary' applications of th ztechnue, it was
found tftat naay probtess arose du& ta the structure: of the event treesi. A
=regenerst an- Tes structurec.mathodalogy was developed: usinT
techniques sfttiar ta PER cfarts or' MARK model matrices. This technfque,.
whicirc wlT be referre& to as a. networ analysis,. is very similar to event
trees but employs the analyst tr brancfr to three or more sequences where
event trees generally allow two branches (success-failure) and the network
allows for compaction of the display of the sequences by eliminating
unnecessary system or event options fro= paths which do not use them.

The networks were developed starting from a steam generator tube
rupture event and progressing-through various operator and system responses
to end In four major release categories. Sequences which result in events
considered beyond the scope of this analysis were left undeveloped. One
such sequence Is a recriticality event due to boron dilution in the primary
from unborated secondary side water. These sequences are usually of low
probability and should not impact the result significantly.

The four major release categories are as follows: (1) a core melt
with dominant release path through the leak, (2) a core melt with dominant
release path through containment, (3) a major release without melt, and (4)
a minor release of lesser Impact than the third category. The first
category of core melt is felt to be similar to the WASH-1400 PWR Category 4
release. This category is a care melt with no benefit of containment
radioactivity removal systems and an unisolated containment which is similar
to a steam generator tube rupture melt due to the path through containment
which exists by nature of the event. This should be a bounding of the
consequences because most of the release from the melt will not to exit
the rupture but should reside in containment. The second category of core
melt is modeled after the 14ASH-1400 PWR category 5 release which is a core
melt similar to category 4 but credit is made for containment radioactivity
removal systems. Since the inputs to this category are primarily PORY LOCAs,
the path through the steam generator is smaller than the path through the
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PORY' and, thus most rad.ioactivity 1s diverte& to. containment. The third

category above is assuDed- to: be simiTar to the WASH-14M0 PWR Category B

reTease. wi tr a LOC and. untisolated. contaA nmentibut is: imdeledc usinq &. reduc-

ttoar of the core!n met: category T results. The fourth category will be a

Tesser retease than; the third: category.
Thei estimate& doses for thet releases: were extracted from estimates

made by NRC. The majo and: minorr reases wilt use: Ii/MI and. 1/1 of

category T reTease doses_.
The quantificatloir of the network was done using- only the proba-

bility of failures in the sequences.. This is a conservatis? which should

not heavily impact the results and lends itself to rapid evaluations. The

data base used relied, on WASH-1400 data, IREP data, and engineering judge-

ment for events not covered in WASH-1400. Point estimates of failure

probability will be used rather than upper bounds on the data.

RESULTS

Figures L through 15 present the networks constructed for SGTR

response. Each figure has an input node and output nodes which are labeled

with two letters and give text describing system or plant status. These

input and output nodes- are shown in diamond shaped figures. No input node

has the same two letter code as any output node. Thus, transfers are not

shown in the network diagrams. The oval figures representing transitions

from the input node to the output nodes signify system or response success

or failure and in some cases, system or response intermediate status. Each

transition oval is uniquely labeled with a numerical code for identifica-

tion.

Each displayed network piece is identified by a response label.

These response labels are functional definitions of the network piece and

are presented following the figure number. Functions in the network

analysis are as follows:
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Figure 8.
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Figure 10.
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Figjure II.
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Figu~re 12.
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Figure 13.
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Figure 14.
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Functions

Operaor rnittal. Diagnostics

Cont0l. Cod. Shutdowir of Reactor-

Support System Status:

Safety tnectiir Syster Response

Secondary Side fritUiT Response
rima= System Fressure ControI

Secondary Systar Fressure ctrT
Longrer=Coxhi

Operator- PORY LO Oiagnostics

Long rem LOCA Response
Feed and- leed Response

ATWS Response

Figure:
1..

r~~z

IT

13
1.4

Note that some functions are covered by more than one figure. This is due

to the relationship of certain functions to preceding events.

In Figures 13 and 14, an oblong figure is used as an intermediate

transition event. This figure is used to represent a definition or a

switch. It deals with the type of plant modeled and questions the ability

of a plant to respond to extreme events. The transition through the network

goes- either one way or the other and is not treated probabilistically at

these points.
In order to show the proper transfers from one- figures' output

nodes to another figures' input node,. Table 3 gives a compilation of all node

transfers. The table indicates the figure number along with the shown input

and output nodes. Below each figure definition is a listing of nodes which

transfer into the network and a code for each of the output nodes in order

to uniquely identify sequences. Output node codes which no longer transfer

are labeled with an asterisk next to them. Thus, any output node code which

is not starred will be shown as a transfer input node in another figure.

As an example of this process, we can start at Figure I and follow

a sequence to completion. However, it is more interesting and useful to

trace a sequence endpoint back through the network to the origin. Thus,

look at Figure U output node code BR24. Input to this figure for this

particular result came from 8024. In the Figure 10 listing, 8024 came from

AX24. In the Figure 6 listing, AX24 came from ATS which came from the
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ra&Tel Definitfons: of Networic Pathways

Shcwr
Eigare rngut
2 A&

rransfer
rhout

AE

AC:

3 AHi
AEL

AFL

AGI
AEZ
AFZ
AG2

4 AL

All

AJI

AlZ

AJ2

Al4

AJ4
AIS
AJP

AEL
AEZ

At

All
AIZ
A13
At4

AIS
Al6
AM

AM1

AMZ

AM3
AM4
AMS

AM6
AM7
AM8

AP

API
AP2*

AP3
AP4*
APS
AP6*
AP7
AP8*

OutmtT

AC
AF A
AFI A
AFZ A
AJ A
AJI A
AJ2 A
AJ3 A
AJ4 A
AJS A
AJ6 A
AN

ANI

ANZ

AN3

AN4
ANS*

ANS*

AN7*

AN8*

AQ A
AQ1 A

AqZ* A
AQ3 A
AQ4* A
AQS A
AQ6* A
AQ7 A
AQS* A

4G

GZ
AK

AK1*I

AK3*

Ax4*

AK5*AK6*

; AO
AM1

AN1

AM2

ANZ

AM3

AN3

AM4

AN4

AR

A21

ARZ*

AR3

AR4*

ARS
AR6*

MR7

MR8*

AS
AS1

AS2

AS3
AS4
ASS
AS6

AS7
ASa

AT

ATI

ATZ

AT3

AT4

AT;

AT6
AT7

AT3
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Figure Shown- Transfer
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AW10 AX10

AWll AX11
AW12 AX12

AW13 AX13
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AW16 AX16

AW17 AX17

AW18 AX18
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Cox AY33
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BK3*

8K54*-
8K55*
BK56*-

8KS7*
BKSS*-
BK59*

BK60*

BK6S*
BK62*
SK63*

BK64*
BK65*

BK66*
BK67*

SK68*

8K69*
BK70*
BK71*

BK72*

I
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BEIz
BE14

BEla
SEM
BE2L
BE=C

SE2z

3E23.
SE24

Figure Shown Transfer
(Cont) Inmut Inout

9 31 3EZ5
B325
BE27
aE28
SW29
8E30
S331
BE32
BF1
BFZ
BF3
SF4
SF5
BF6
3F7
3F3
3F9
BF10
SFll
BF12

S473*1 3K7Tv
3j3174*~ 5174*'
BJ73*- 5K75* -

BJ76*t SK76*'

ErJ77*- 577*"
8J7aPr 3K78*'

5J79S* 3K79'#

34800, BK8C~t

EI33L*' 31(31*'

BJ833* 38a3*

3U84* 3K84*

Outouts

3J85* 3Xa5*
8J86* 3K86*

BJ87* 3K87*

BJ88* 8K88*

3J$9* SU*

3J9Q* BK90*

3491* 8K91*

3392- BK92*

3J93* 3SK93*

3J94* 8K94*

3J95* 3K95*

3J96* 8K96*

BJ97* 3K97*

8J98* 3K98*
3J99* 3K99*

3JlCC* 3K100*

3J101* 8K101*

3J102* 51102*

8J103* 81(03*

83J104* BK104*
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8F1 RJI505' SK15O'

BF14- BJ106' SK1i6'

SFI. S3107*- BKI07*

8FIE FJI&0*' SKl8'

BElT 8319' SKIO09'

5Fi£ fJlsa*- BKI1O2'

BFZL 5J3113' SK113'

BF2Z 8J114' aK114'

SF23 BJ115* BKllS*

8F24 BJ116*' BK116*

BF26 5J17*' SK117*

SF26 BJ118' BK118*

Figure Shown Transfer-.

(Cont) rnput tnput Outvuts

9 Bl SF27 BJ119* 8K119*

SF28 BJ120* BK120*

SF29 BJ121.' BKIZI*

SF30 8J122* 6K122*

SF31 ! J123' BK123'
SF3Z BJ124*- SK124*

BG1 B5125*' BK125"

862 BJ126* BK126*

8G3 BJ127* BKl27*

8G4 BJ128* SKI2B*

SG5 BJ129* BK129*

B66 84130* 8K130*

BG7 8J131* 8K131*

B&8 BJ132* BK132*

B69 5J133' SK133*

8610 BJ134* 8K134*

8G11. BJ135* BK135*

8612 BJ136* SK136*
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8G6

5GI;

BGIT

86I&

SGIT

sea

5621

862Z

3G23

B624

3G25

3G2S
3627
B628

Shown Transfer

SJL7*' SK137+

M318 8K138*.

SJ139t BK139*'
SJI40L. SK141*'
3J14LD SK14V*

SJa4VP BK142.'

JI43! BK143*.
3JI44*' VC44*-
grJI46* BK145'

3J146' SK146*

3J147*' 8K147*

3J143* 3K148*

3J149* 3K149*

3J150* SKlSO*

3Jll5 3K151*
83J152*' BK152

F gure
(Ccont)

9

Inaut
31

I nout
BG29

SG30

3631

8G32

513
8H2

533

514

8H5

B86

517

8H8

BH9

3H10

BH11

3H12

8J153*
8J154*

3J315*
3Ji56*
3JI57*

83158*
33159*

3J160*
3J161*
3jl12*

3J163*

3Jl34*

3Jl6;*

BJ166*

BJ167*

3J158*

Outouts

BK153*'

SK154*

8K15*

8K156*
3K157*

BKiSS*

8K159*

BK160*

8K161*
BK152*

3K153*

3K164*

BK16;*

SK166*

3K157*

3K168*
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BHI3 RJ169*' BK169'

BHKIS B170t 8K170t'

SHIE ZJ17ZPr BK m *-
BHD£ 1ZJI2*r 8KI72.e
BSIT iI7- 5(K173"
5~W 83IJ4* 81K174*-
SHIM BJI75" 8KI7S5
BH2 J1I76.7 SK176#'
BH2L 8J177*' BK177*-

BH2Z BJ178*- BK178*-

BH23 BJ179' 8K179*
BH24- BJ1.80* BK180*

8H25 BJ181* BK181*

8H26 8J182* BK182*

8H27 8J183* SK183*
BH28 8J184* BK184*

8H29 BJ185* 8K185*

8H30 BJ186* BK186*

Figure Showr Transfer

(Cont) Inout Input OutDuts

sr BH1. BJ187* 8K187*

BH3Z BJ188* BK188*

8N1 BJ189* SK18S*

8N7 J8190 BK190*

8N13 8J19L1. BK191*

5N119 W192* BK192*

BV1 8J193* K1193*

BVZ BJ194* BK194*

BV3 BJ195* BK195*

8V4 8J196* BK196*'

BV5 8J197P. BK197*

BV6 BJ198' BK198*

BV7 BJ199* 8199*
BY8 BJ200' 5K200*
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SYg

Bvia
BY1L
BYIZ
DYUz

&YL4
BDU5
BYIE
3WL

3w2.
3W3
SW4
Bws

UW6
3aW

Swa
BW9

MW1O

BWll

NW'U

Transfer
Input

8W13
3W14

aWls
3W16

3J2QL*r K20LS
BE20!*' BK20Z*-

BJ203P* SK2O3*1
SJM4*' UK204*'
rJ205*- BK5Z05

3J2o&*p BX26*s
r3JZD7*P SK207*'

rJZQ&* BK20*
3Jaa9*" 3K29C

3J210* SK21O'
3J211* SK211*
3J21Z*' 3K212*
BJ213t 3K213*
3J214* 3K214*
3J21i 3K21;5*

3J215* 3K216*
3J3W * 3K217*
3J218' 3K218*
3J219k BK219*

BJ220* 3K220*

-:

Figure
(Cont)

9

Shown

Input

31

to 3L
AXI

AXZ

AX3

A%4

AX5

AX5

AX7

BJ221*

BJ222*

53223*

3J224k

3M
3t41*
3M2*

3M3*
3M4*

3M5*

3M6*

3M7*

Outmuts

BK221*

3K222*

aK223*

3K224*
3N s0
MN1 301

BNZ 302
3N3 303

BN4 304
3U5 305

BN6 B06
BN7 307
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¼����j

AXS

AX%

AXIM

AXIL

AXIZ

AX=

AXI&

AXIS

AXIE

AX17

AXIS

AX20

AX2I

AX2Z

AX23

AX24-

BM8r BNN 80o

BM9S* SNS 09B-

BMIO* EN10- 8010:

BM6NI- 8Nil BOIL

BMMVIb 8NJZ BO=1

BNI3F 8NNI S0LT,

BMT14* BNt4; 8014B

MIm*r SNIS BO1£

SMI6*. BN16 8016

BM17* BN1t 6017

BMIS* BN18 B018

BMl9* 831N 6019

BM20Q BN20 8020

BM21* BN21 8021

BM22* BN2Z 6022

BM23* 8N23 8023

BM24* 8Nf24 8024

BQ- BR ES

8QL* BR1* BS1*

BQ2* BR2* 8S2*

8Q3* BR3* 8S3*

8Q4* BR4* BS4*

Outputs

8Q5* BRS* BSS*

BQ6* BR6* BS6P

8Q7* BR7* 8S7*

BQ8* BR8$ BS8*

8Q9* BR9* BS9*

BQ10* BR10* BS10*

BQll* BRll* BS11*

BQ12* BR12* 8S12*

BQ13* 8R13* 8S13*

BQ14* BR14* BS14*

11. BP

got
Boz

80B

604

Figure Shown Transfer

(Cont) Inout Input

LL BP B05

806

807

608

809

BO10

B011

501!

8o13

8014

BT

BTI*

3T2*

BT3*

BT4*

BT5*

BT6*

BT7*

BT8*

8T9*

8T1O*
BT11*

BT12*

BT13*

BT14*
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301S

3016

3017

301
3S19
B02T

8027

302Z
3023

3024.

3Y1

a3Y
3Y3
3Y4

3YS

3Y6
BY7
BY8.
C3t

C3Z

C33
C34

3QS*. BR3IR' 3515' 3T1IP
3Q16*- BRi1'5 BS16*- ST1 '
3Q17*- 3R17*-

3Q1*- mR1&*

BQl9'- BRiSO-

SQ20?w BR20*-

aQ2L*' nR2*-
BQ22'- BRR2z'

3Q23*-i 8R23*

3Q24' 3R24-*

3Q25' BR2;*-
3Q26' 3R26*

BQ27* 3R27*
BQ2$* 3R28*

3Q29* 3R29*

BQ30* 3R30*

8Q31* BR31*

3Q32* 3R32*
3Q33* BR33.*

BQ34* 3R34*

3Q35* 8R35*'

3Q36* 3R36*

3v BW

3V1 aW1

-S17*- 3T17':

3513* -STIS*-
351*- aTlS'
3S20o BT2'*

SmL*, 3T2l'
3S2Z*. 3TZ2*

3523*- 3TZ3*'

3524* 3T24*
szs2* 3T25*

325* BT25*
3S27* 3T27*

BS28* 3T28*

3S29* 3T29*

3S30* 3T30*

3S31* BT31*

3S32* 3T32*

3S33* 3T33*

3S34* 3T34*

3S35* 3T2;*

3S36* 3T36*

12 Su

AVZ

Figure Shown Transfer

(Ccant) Inout Inout

12 3U AW2

AVS

AW8

AV14

AW14

AVY2

AW20

AVZ2

BY2

3V3
3V4

3US

3V5

BV7

3Y8

3V9

outDutS

3W2

3W3

3W4

8W5

BW6

3W7

8W8

BW9
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Au2:
AYM0
AY3Z
BNUZ

BN9T
BNI£

WN20

13 aX*
APt

APT

Aps
APT

CFL

CFZ

CF3-

ICF4-

avia:
syLt
eviz

BVII
BV14-BRVIS -

x.r
B:YL

BYZ

BY3
BY4

BYS

BY6

BY7
8Y8

CB
CBIcsi
C82
C83
CB4

CE

CE4
CE3

CE4

BWlt-
BW1I _.sBil: i
Bw12[

BWIE;
BWZE

B7:
ez*

BZ3*
BZ4*
sZS*
BZ6*

BZ7*

BZB*
Cc
cci..
cca..
CC3*

CviCC4*
CF.

CFI

CF2

CF3

CF4

I

14 CA
AI3

AJ3.
AIS

AW6

15 CD
AMS
AM6
AM7

AMS

CG
cGi

CG2
CM3

CM4
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Figurwi 5 TistinT and; AN4; frc Figure 4. and. AJZ fros Figure 3 and AF1 from
Fgurem Z and A& fr= Figure 1. Thus. we have t sequence

M-AF. -AF-AJ-AN-Ar-AX-8O-8R.

This corresponds tw at SMM w4t the operator aare of the SGTM witth a:
fa-lTurm t= scraw but the operator runs iwr the controT rods, and &-'10ss of
one tra1ir of support systems,. and nor additional Sr pumps can be started
Teaving only the reciprocatinT charging. pump- running, and the operator
isolates the output of the failed steau.generatcr but does not isolate the
steanr feed to the AF turbine driven pump from the failed steam generator,
.and the AFW is responding, however the operator reduces primary pressure via
the PORVs which stick open, and the operator attempts to start the RIR pumps
for injection now that he has an additional and larger LOCA but he cannot
and the core melts due to inventory loss. Any endpoint node can be traced
back and a similar sequence constructed.

Having defined the sequences in this manner; the networks next
must be quantified. Table 4 tists the node to node transition probabilities
for the networks. Success probabilities are simply shown as probabilities
equal to 1.0 for ease of solution. The description portion of the table
gives a code name to events and a brief description of the assumptions or
success criteria behind the value and a reference for the data used to
derive the result. Transitions which are dependent on full or half support
system availability are listed twice and labeled. System failure
probabilities below 10i- are given a coamon mode failure probability of
10-5. Operator error is assumed to be 10-2 for this study.

A summary of the network probabilities from input node to output
node is given in Table ;. Distinction is made for full and half support as
well as feed and bleed and ArTS response options.

Solving all sequences of the networks and collecting similar
release sequences lead to the results shown in Table 5. Sequences leading
to core melt are presented first with an additional split between PCRV LOCA
melts (category 5) and other melts (category 4). End node labels are shown
to identify sequences. In the major and minor release categories, dominant
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nodes. (nodes; whictr determine release) arm disiTayee as. well as end nodes..

Thhe T is shown- to: give the estimated public doses associated.

wittr different. release categories. fronr WASH-lTCO.. *is: datL is used with

the resutts fron. table 6 to developr the results in- rale- Z_ -

REFERENCE

(1) WASH-140LM NUREW 7S/OL4, Reactor- Safetyn Study, an Assessment of

Acafdent Risks UIr U.S. Camnercmal NucTear Power Plants, October 1975.
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rabls-*. Probabtl 1ty Oat& 3ase for Net-krc

- Fqure'
L.

Node- to Node
AA-
AA.3

2

2
3:
3:

4
4,
4.
5
6

7
7

9

9

10

10

2 AD
AO
is
15
16

18

I
AE.

4-

6*

AC
7

A8
8
9
9

A8
10
11
11
A8
AC
15
16
19
20
17
18

Probabilit y.

LL z 1ff-t

r.a: rn-z

t:.aLM-*-

r.T -7

Ltl X7 10-2
1.04
1.0 x 10-2
1.0
1.0
1.1 x 10-2
1.0 x 10-2

1.0
1.0
1. x 10-2

1.0 x 10-Z
1.0
1.0
1.0
3.6 x lO-;
1.0
1.7 x 10-5
1.0
1.2 x 10-5

Descrltl orr

INSR/CAL -350 hr inspection intarval,
TZ 10:4,Thr.. IREP :
CE-'operator error, assu pt1an

INST?/CAL
aE

INSTR/C4L

CE

INSTR/CAL
OE

INSTR/AL
CE

RPS - WAS;1-1400

RODS - 3 rods fail to insert, WASH-1400

MAI4/SCRAM - switch and ciro. breaxker

(1-of-2 twice), 1.0 x 10- and
1.0 x 10-3, tRE?

17
17

19
20

1.0
1.7 x 10-5 RODS

Figure
(Cont)

2

Mode to Node

18 21
18 22
19 AE
20 21

Probab lity
1.0

1.0 x 10-2
1.0
1.0

Qescri oti on

CE
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2z
M

21

2Z

I AH-

AH-

39

39

3

39

3-

39

40

40

40

4L

41

42
43

44
45

4 AL

AL

2Z
AF
AS;

38&
3T

43-
44-

457
40
4L

42
43
44

4S
44
45
45
Ar
AJ
AK
27
28

LMLa:

La:
4X r: x; -4:

LO. x 1a-5,

L.0

7.2. x 10-2

i.0 x 10-a

1.0
3.6 x 10-3

1.0 x 1z-6

1.0
1.8 x 10-3

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0

3.6 x 10-5

._

I

LOSFr 2.4. hours-,. 2.0 x 10-6/hr. WASH-1400-

RUN/SUppW - L-Cf-Z trains,- pump-, 2.4. hours,

3-. ];Jc hr IREF

RUN/SUPP - a-of-a trainsT, *COMOn modes

DIESL - 1-of-2 diesels, start, run 1

hour, battery (30 days), 2 check valves,

MOV, 3.6 x 10-2, IREP

DIESEL - common mode", WASH-1400

START/SUPP - 1-of-2

hours, start, check

IREP

START/SUPP - 2-of-a

trains, pump, r-in 24

valve, 1.8 x 10-3, -

trains, coammon mode"

START/SUPP - 1-of-1 train

RPS - ESFAS similar assumption

27 3L 1.0

Figure
(Cant)

4

Node to Node

27 32.

Probability
1.0 x 105

Oescription
FULL Support - Pump - 4-of-4, run, start,

2 MOV, 2 check valves, 4.0 x 10-3,
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27 3Z
2&. 29-

28 30

2s 3L
2$~ 3Z:

29 3Z
30 33
30 34

30 34
31 AM
32 33
32 34

32 34
33 AM
34 AN

; AO 50
AO 51
S0 52
so 53

so 53
51 52
51 ;3

51 53
52 54
52 57

Figure
(Cant) Mode to Mode

1.5 x 1af4
r.

LL x M-14
La:

La M:

1.0
1.0 x 1043

LS x 10-5
1.0
1.0

1.0 x 10-3

1.6 x 10-3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2 x 10-3

1.0
1.0 x 104

2.8 x 1-
1.0
1.0 x 10-3

2.3 x i0-3
1.0 x 10-2

1.0

Probability

IREP, *commona modea
HALF Support - Pump -Z-of-2

MAN/SWLTC.4 - sw1tci. relay, 1.0 x 10-3,
1.rx 10-4-, IRmP

FULL Support - Pump - 4-Nof-4, tmcoMmon
mode
HALF Support - Pump - Z-of-2

FULL Support - Pump - 4-of-4, "cammon
mode,
HALF Support - Pump - 2-of-2

FULL Support
made
HALF Support

Pump

Pump

RYS - l-of-4, 3.0 x

FULL Support - Pump

modaO
HALF Support - Pump

FULL Support - Pump
modet

HALF Support - Pump

OE

- 4-of-4, "common

- 2-of-2

10-4, IREP

- 3-of-3, "common

- 2-of-2

- 3-of-3, "comnon

- 2-of-2

Descriotlon
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- - |

EF 54-

ST
9T

6Xr

AU.
ALL

6i4

65
66
66
67
69
70

7 AY
AY
74

75
75
75

77
77
78
79

80

1.

8 so
BO
74
74

75
75

AP
AQf

At
A1-7

65:

66-
67
AV
69

70
AW
AX
AW
74
75.

AZ
77

78
79

80

St

BA
SB

BC
74
75
77
78
77
78

LO:

La;

Lz-xla-z

1.a:

Lc x- lZ OE

o Assumptio
1.0

3.0 x 10-2 RV/CLOSE

1.0.

L.0

1.0
1.0

1.0 x 10-2 OE

L.O
I6.0

1.0 x 10-2 OVER/RUP

O Assunptil
1.0

1.0 x 10-2 RY/CLOSE
L.0
1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0 x 10-2 OE

1.0
1.0 x 10-2 OVER/RUP

1.0
1.0 x 10-2 OVER/RUP

rE

- I-of-3, 1.0 x 10-2, IRE?

- estimate
on
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Fi gure
(Cant) Node to Mode

1 7t 80

7T BF

7M a

at BS

9 ar 9L
3r 9z
31 92
9L aJ
92 SK

10 3L 96
3L 97

Probability

La:
r.oX
LTS x1 M-2.

1.4

LO
LT

1.0
L.0

1.0

3.6 x 10-5
4.0 x 10-3
1.0
1.0
1.0

3.; x 10-4

1.0 x 1o-2
1.0

1.0

1.1 x 10-2
1.0 x 10-2
1.0
1.0

1.1 x 10-2

1.0 X 10-2

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0 x 10-3
1.0

1.0

1.0

Descr1 tair

RY/OS

96
96
97
97
98
98

99

99

100
100
101

102
102
104

105
11 BP

97
102

98

99

g9
102
100

101

101
102
iM

104

105
SN

S0
108

FULL Support - Pump - 2-af-2
HALF Support - Pump - l-of-1

INSTR - 350 hr inspection interval,

1.0 x 106/hr, IRE?
OE

INSTR/CAL
OE

INSTR/CAL
OE

MOV-IRE?
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I

BP, 1o9 L1 x 10-T

BP IO 4¢.0 r 1x-

F guret
(Contl Node to Node-

II la M

Ms- I=

10% 8

tie 1=
1O T.14

111 BR

113 BS

114 sT

12 aU 119
BU 120

119 BY
120 8W

13 BX 124
BX 125
BX BZ

124 BY

125 8Z

14 CA 129
CA 130

CA CC
129 Cs

130 Cc
15 CD SO

CD 51
SO 52
SO 53

50 53
51 52
51 53

51 53
52 CE

52 CG
53 CF

ProbabtTity-
LO

3.0 x I:-3

1.0'
1.0
LO

1.0

LO x 10-z

1.0

1.0

1.0
LO x 10-2
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

L..O 10-a
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
L.Z x 10-3

1.0

1.0 x 10-5

2.8 x 10-
1.0
1.0 x 10-6
2.8 x 10-5
1.0

1.0

1.0

FULL S'upport - Punp: - Z-af-Z

HALF Support - Pump - l-cf-L

Uescriptffo

MOV - 3

RY/CLOSE

Assumption

Assumption

RYS

FULL Support - Pump - 3-af-3

HALF Support - Pump - 2-of-2

FULL Support - Pump - 3-of-3
HALF Support - Pump - 2-of-2
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t

.t

-

-

rat.Je S.- Networt Data: 3ase Sumnary..
.

Ficurm Ncde- to- Ncde.

L AA AE

Mi AC

AD AE

AD AG

AD At
AH AJ

AH AK
AL AM

AL AN

AO AP
AG AQ

A0 AR

AO AS

AO AT

AU AV

AU AW

AU AX

AY AZ
AY 3A

AY 3B

AY SC
34 3E
so 3F

30 36
3D 3H

FPLI T

L.0
1.7 x 10-

l.t x 10-9

1.0

1.4 x 10-3

4.3 x 10-6

1.0

1.0 x 10-10
L.0 x 10-5
1.0 x 10-2

1.2 x 10-3

1.0

1.0 x 10-2

1.0 x 10-2

1.0

3.0 x 10-2

1.0

0

1.0 x 10-2

2.0 x 10-4

1.0

2.0 x 10-2

2.0 x 10-4

1.0 x 10-2

Half-

i

2.6 x lo-10
2.3 x 10-5
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Br
Br

Ea La:
sic L x. i- 4.0 x 1G-X

*n noat entered: it eqg&1s; PUUL

Figure
(Cant) Node to Node

IC SL SK
BL ex
BL 80

BP BR

BP BS

BP ST

12 SU 8Y

SU SW

13 Bx BY
B% . E

Bx BY
Sx S t

14- CA CS
CA cc
CA CM

CA cc

15 CD CE

CD CF

CD Cs

FuTT
4.A4x i10-6
1.0

I..0 x 10-3
1.6 x 10-5
2.0 x 10-3

1.0
3.0 x 10-3

1.0
1.0 x 10-2

1.0

1.0 x 10-2
0
I.0

1.0

1.0 x 10-2
0
1.0
1.0
1.0 xlO-5

1.2 x 10-3

Half

4.0 x 10-3

Feed & Bleed

Feed & Bleed

No Feed & Bleed

No Feed & Bleed
ATWS Response

ATWS Response

No ATWS Response

No ATWS Response

2.8 x 10-5
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.TabL1a Er. Resul ts Summary

I

Core Mel ts.

Probability Giveff SGTR For

(Yiescritlrrw

rotaT Power Loss
Low Makeup -No rsolatffon
R critical ity
PORY LOCA - No Response
PORY LOCA - RHR mI Fails
PORY LCCA - RHR Recirc Fails
AFW4 Failure
ATWS
AFW Failure - No SI
Low Makeup - No Isolation
Low Makeup - No Isolation

Noder
AK

AN

3A

3M
3Q
3R

3Z
CC

A?

AQ
AR

Low Response
PTant

423 x 1-5

0
0

1.3 x 10-7
0

8.0 x 10-3

1.0 x 10-;
1.0 x 10-9

0
0
0

Higtr Response
Plant*

4.8 x lo-$
0
0

1.3 x 10-7
0

8.0 x 10-8
1.0 x 10-7

0
0
0
0

WASH-14C0
Rel ease-
CatagOEy

4

4

S
4
4

Totals Category

Category

4
S

1.5 x 10-S
2.1 x 10-7

4. 9 x 10-°

2.1 x 10-7

*Low response plant cannot feed & bleed and cannot survive A17S.
High response plant can feed & bleed and can surviv4 ATWS.
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S I"

rahTe S. Resul t Sumnary (Conti nued) .

Frobabillty Givenr SGTR For

IYnfnant End

Oescripffoh
High Press Pri - See LOCA

Hlgh Press Pri - Sec LOCA-

Fead

PORV Like LOCA -Unisol CMT

High Press Pri - Sec RV Use

High Press Pri - Sec RY Use-

Feed

Low Press Pri - See LOCA-Feed

PORY Like LOCA - Isol CXT

Node Modes

BF 8J,. 8K

8G. EJ, eK

Low Response
Plant

8.1. x 10-4

8.1 x 10-6

Higtr Response

PI ant
8.1 x 10-4

8.1 x 10-6

Release

Major

Major

Major

Mi nor

Mi nor

ST

BE
8H

BC
BS

8T
8J,
8J,

BK

BK

9.0

4.0
4.0

x

x

x

10-8

10-2
10-4

10-4

10-5

1.2
4.0

4.0

x

x
I

8J, 8K

8S

2.0 x
3.1 x

2.0 x
4.1 x

Mi nor

Ml nor

Tot&l s Major

M1 nor-

8.2 x
4.1 x

104
10-2

8.2 x
4.1 x

104

10-2
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